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THE TREASURE HUNT CONTINUES! SEE PAGE 24
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Forget the familiar map
of Greater Portland.
Marketing pros only see
our zip codes.

And when they put those
zip codes together, they
find a perfect "Liffle

U.S.A."

See page 8.
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'I his Week's Breakfast
Special. $l59.fti
P\\\f\ ,.

That price may seem a bit unusual for breakfast until you consider all you get. .
Our natural hardwood table has rollers on the legs and an attractive white
tile top. Not to mention it comes with a side order of two matching hardwood
stools. And at this price, they're sure to sell like hot cakes. Hardwood Breakfast
Table. 20"W x 42"L x 35"H. With matching stools. 27"H. Regularly $199.99.
On sale this week only 5159.88.
AP\ace1b~r.·
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TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

5x7
Enlargement

99¢

A 2nd set of Prints FREE with each

roll or35 mm, 110 or 126 film brought
in ror processing. C·41 only.

35-110 only.
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FRIDAYS
of the Monday - Thursday Specials

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street, South Portland

AIN'T NO FREE LUNCH, STREETS, OR SEWERS
IN BRIEF: THERE
Pay-as-you-build plan before council
Cruise times two

157 Middle Street (Old Port)

767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

761-2882 Debbie Dolan

I'VE GOT CONNECTIONS
TO THAT PERFECT CAR
I will find that

new, used or leased car you

are searching for.

I will do the looking.
I will do the nejJotiating.
But we will malee the deal.

Sorry, No Lay-aways.

Call me. Tell me what you want.
I'll connect you to that perfect car.

Benoit's bankruptcy

C!C 00 !ill Plenty of FREE Parking

i would have
shopped here!

NEW, USED, LEASING • Buying Consultant. Perry Rumo, owner
138 Ocean Street, South Porrland, ME 04106 • (2071 767·6111

TAKE
BONO HOME
TONIGHT
For Only

S2495
Membership
LowerLobby
151 Middle St.
Portland. Maine
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Rates
Open 7 days
773-1999

BUY • SELL • TRAD E

~Wise

Trading
Co. Inc.

498 Congress Street, Portlan,~
~.
~72-3932

UJ

Come in and check out our holiday specials
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath. 185 Water Street, Augusta

7 moulton street portland me 04101

HWe

The 100-year-old A.H.
Benoit & Co., a Portland-based
chain of five clothing stores,
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection Feb. 21,
reporting assets of $3.6 million and liabilities of $1.9 million. Heavy spending on new
Middle Street digs in 1988, and
extensive renovations to
Benoit's Maine Mall store in
1987 are what "tipped it over/'
according to Benoit's attorney
Jacob Manheimer, who said
Benoit's hasn't decided how
to get dut of the quandary.

Deeds dude dumped

F",'ti(VIDEOPORTll:

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

According to Portland City
Planner Alex Jaegerman, impactfees are "a not-sa-bad idea
whose time has come." On
March 6, Portland City Council will have the chance to decide if it's time for a set of interim impact fees for Portland.
Impact fees are paid by
developers when they apply
for building permits. Each fee
is assessed specificall y to cover
the cost of an additional public
service - such as sewers and
roads - that will be demanded
by the new development.
The council is awaiting a
consultant's report, due this
summer, that will propose a
package of permanent impact
fees. But Councilor Pam Plumb
has proposed a set of interim
fees to help the city survive the
spring building season.
Plumb's proposed fees are
about$3,600and$3,000,respectively, per unit for single-unit
and multi-unit housing developments. Fees on 1,000 square
feet of office space would be
about $5,600; retail, $8AOO and
light industrial, $3,900.
Although some developers
welcome impact fees because
they can be planned for b~tter

Foundry flattened

THE CAR CONNECTION

~~~§-z_ _

Please shop early for best selection.
334 Forest Ave., Portland • 773-3356 ~
M & Th 10-8; Tu, W & F 10-6; Sat. 9-5 ~

A second cruise line has
chosen Portland as a port of
call for its sumrnerpassengers.
The 257-foot Yorktown Clipper will land seven times between July 3 and Sept. 1 on its
way from Boston to Eastport,
carrying 130 passengers. Clipper Cruise Lines of St. Louis
will also pay $2,500 in docking fees to the city's International Marine Terminal for the
summer. In Decemberthe 617foot Bermuda Star announced
nine summer stops here.
The Portland Fire Department has deduced thatanelectrical problem caused the conflagration of the Portland
Stove Foundry on Kennebec
Street Feb. 24. The complex of
wood and brick buildings was
on the National Register of
Historic Places.

It's ~ whole new c~ncept in cor buying.
~~~~~~~~ It rids you of the lime, the aggravation
"
and it saves you money.

Hurry! Offer Ends March 11th

,

James Walsh, the Cumberland County register of deeds
was pronounced guilty of misconduct by a jury of his peers
in Cumberland County Superior Court Feb. 28. He must
leave office imrnediatly. The
attorney general had charged
that Walsh's long, unexplained absences constitute
misconduct. The governor's
office said Gov. John McKernan will likely appoint an acting register, rather than allowing Thomas Mulkern, deputy
register, to take over until the
November elections. Walsh,
lately out of the office with
arthritis, did come to his trial.
·Hannah Holmes

Ooops ...
In an Update in the Feb. 23
issue of CBW we misquoted
Kathryn McInnis, state coordinator for the Maine Association of Handicapped Persons,
as having referred to black
people as "colored." In fact,
she used the term "people of
color." She says "colored" is
archaic and offensive.

than the catch-as-catch-can
assessments of various local
planning boards, Jaegerman
said that other local developers think Plumb's fees are too
high. "There is not a great deal
of enthusiasm/' he said. "But
any way you look at it, it's hard
to pay for infrastructure."
Jaegerman broke down
costs per unit for a developer
building a I ~O-unit condominium. Each unit would be assessed fees including $1 AOO for
traffic, $840 for open space and
$790 for sewer. For 100 units,
that comes to $303,000. He said
that while some proposed fees
"are based on pretty initial research/' others are well-documented.
Street impact fees, for instance, have been determined
using traffic research presented
in the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation Study.
That study found 15 areas in
Greater Portland where traffic
flow has drop.ped below the
level of "acceptable service."
Jaegerman estimates that it will
cost more than $30 million to
bring these areas up to speed.
Morrill's Corner, where a battle

was recently waged over 108
condos and their traffic, is one
of these problem areas.
Impact fees, said Jaegerman,
would ensure that "when the
time comes to widen that road,
you have the money."
The sewer fee will be calculated according to the gallons
of sewage generated by a development. It will pay for
upgrading of sewer lines and
sewage treatment. ButPlumb's
proposal rests on statistics from
the Public Works department,
and the statistics are not yet
available.
The school impact fee isn't
so easy to figure. Designed to
pay for rising school enrollment, it requires that planners
distinguish between natural
enrollment fluctuation and
increases caused by new residential development.
Jaegerman said it was important that the fees reflect the
unique growth of Portland as a
municipality, as opposed to
adopting fees established in
cities similar in size to Portland. "You can't make new
development pay for problems
that already exist/' he said.
-Morgan Shepard
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and Kelly Nelson
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The Longfellow was packed
Feb. 27 for a panel discussion
on waterfront development
called "Portland Harbor, 1990
and Beyond." The Portland
side of Portland Harbor was
represented on the panel by
City Hall staff and the Waterfront Alliance, but the South
Portland side wasn't represented at all.
Across the bridge, South
Portland is only beginning to
pay attention to waterfront
issues that have at times
swamped Portland. South
Portland Planning Director
Kathleen Conner said her office is working up a waterfront
zoning plan, due in about a
year. And the City Council,
spurred by residents, has
agreed to establish a committee of citizens - the Waterfront
Advisory Committee-that will
develop its own plan for the
waterfront.
But what about Portland
Harbor, the two waterfronts

combined?
The City of Portland has
been courting South Portland
for a few years. A South Portland city councilor sits on
Portland's Waterfront Task
Force. Portland sought out
South Portland's feedback and
financing for a boat-berthing
study last year. This year Portland is crossing the bridge to
ask South Portland to join in a
harbor marketing study. The
South Portland City Council
will vote on that March 6.
"That's looking at both
sides; that's a shift/' said Conner.
In the private sector, the
Waterfront Alliance is preparing to make some overtures of
its own. The working-waterfront group is designing a 36seat board of directors, with
four of those seats reserved for
South Portlanders. Other seats
could be filled by folks from
either side of the bridge. Conner welcomes this offer, too.

The two sides of Portland
Harbor are naturally suited for
different uses, and are developed accordingly.
"All of the oil in the harbor
- 95 percent of the cargo - is on
the South Portland side/' said
Caron. "The majority of recreational marinas are on the
South Portland side. I suspect
there is more housing, too."
Portland's development emphasizes fishing and industry,
with the odd condo jutting into
the harbor. Caron suspects the
contrast explains the lack of
dialogue between the cities.
An increasingly compelling
reason to cooperate is that a
use banned on one side tends
to pop up on the other. As residential development on
Portland's side edged out fishing boats, Conner said the boats
showed up in South Portland.
When Portland banned waterfront residential development,
the condos followed the fishing boats.
·Hannah Holmes

cutor. His bank robbery trial
was delayed while he was sent
for medical observation in Las
Cruces, N.M. in August.
.... Miss Colombia, Maria
Teresa Egurrola was set to kick
out the first ball at a November
soccer match in Bogota. Before
40,000 fans and a 200-police
escort, she handed her purse to
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Sam Costa and Dancers
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Art from Australia

REAL /'''it ~NM
PUZZLE
JW9
ERNIE POOK ~
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is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media. Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Portland.
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings.
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements' We need
to receive alilhal kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
Ihe issue in which you want it
to appear.
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NEWS OF THE WEIRD
.... Pedro Spedalieri,38, was
accused of robbing a drive-in
bank by flashing tubing at the
teller from his car, saying it
was a bomb. However, Spedalieri had first pulled up to the
teller's bay to cash a check and
in the process had left his
driver's license in the service
drawer, according to the prose-
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Musical visitors from
Niger'U! and Chicago

One side of-Portland Harbor discussed
.

.-A~*

a bystander to hold it for her,
and he stole it.
....William F. Dodson, a
Monterey, Ca. dentist described as a "devout Christian
fundamentalist/' was arrested
in November when his staff
discovered he had installed a
two-way mirror between a
store room and their restroom.
-Chuck ShepardiAlterNet

775·6601
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Just The Fax

LES
We'll clean them

That's all it takes!
Just Fax: in your lunch order and it
"Will be ready for take out or sit do"Wn!

by
Kelly

Auto-Chern Detailing will clean, restore
or replace any part of your car.
Whether you are looking to increase your
trade-in value, adding features to protect that
new car, or simply seeking to give your old
car a facelift, we do it all.

Nelson

• Bruno's Fax # 773-4196 •
You've seen our Express lunch menu_
N ow you can Fax in your order!
It's quick, it's convenient, it's delicious!
Get a free lunch with every take out order over $20.00

Early Bird Specials 4-6 P.M .• Free Parking

We ~re professional and thorough, from
addmg a sunroof, stereo or mud-flaps to
custom carpeting, pinstriping, dash
replacement & dying. We'll paint the
bumpers, tint your glass & custom cover
your seats. Tell us what you need and
we'll do it.

VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICA EXPRESS

A CONVERSATION WITH

BRUNO'S 3~~~
773-3530
Sala Thai

Bonnie Gardner

If you i?vested 1housands in your car, you
should mvest 10 minutes in a phone call.

Thai Restaurant &Lounge
1363 Washington Ave., near Northgate Portland, ME • (207) 797-0871

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
We are new owners with professional chefs
ready to prepare for you a taste so wonderful
and different you'll be wondering what
took you so long to find us!

&illJ'ffiD)c(CIHI IEM
lID fE'If&llI1ll~®

101 John Roberts Road (Behind the Maine Mall)

We don't use MSG

773-5592

Free Parking. Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11 AM-IO:30 PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM-ll PM • Sun. 4 PM-IO:OO PM

COMPLETE CLEANING
"Give us your car for 3 hours and we'll return it like new. "

Take out • Catering
Visa • Mastercard • American Express

We Have ...

32,000 Cubic

Feet of Down
in our Factory

Bonnie Gardner, a former
New England Patriots cheerleader, has been the executive director of the Miss
Greater Portland Pageant for
the past six years. She helps
the 17-to-26-year-old women
prepare for the swimsuit,
evening gown, interview and
talent competitions. The new
Miss Greater Portland will be
crowned on April 1 in the
Catherine McAuley High
School auditorium.
How long has there been a
Miss Greater Portland
pageant?

Tell us how much
you'd like in your
comforter or pillow!
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92 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 0410 I,
Phone 77-LOCOS Open 7 Days a Week.

U'

.ft,/.4fIIII«i~ ~ .;. ;f(~
Factory/Showroom
9 Grcus Tune Road, South Portland 04106
(across (rom UPS) (207) 775-4312
Open Sunday Noon to 4

107 Main st.
Yarmouth, ME
Next to North Yarmouth Academy

846-3695
Please ask for our catalogue

We don't have the official
statistics butIhavemet women
that were crowned as far back
as 1938. It was run by the Portland or South Portland Jaycees
for years and then they
dropped it and we went a few
years without it but it has been
run consistently for the last
eight years. So, on and off for a
good 50 years.
How many women compete for this title?

About 25. We narrow it
down. Therearealotmorewho
are interested but we screen
and we take those that qualify.
We put them through a short
interview and they have to gi ve
us a short demonstration of
talent.
What are you looking for in
that initial interview?

The screening is just to find
out if anybody is not qualified

because they've been married,
they've co-habitated with a
male, they've had a baby things like that. Like anything
there are qualifications and if
they don't meet the qualifications we basically say, ''You
can't be in it." It has nothing to
do with beauty really. We've
had girls who have been very
overweight in it and that's no
problem.
Who does the judging?

We bring in outside qualified judges. They have to have
gone through a judges seminar, which is put on by the
state, and they have to have experience. We have people ask
us to be judges. We have no
problem getting judges.

talent because 50 percen t of the
scoring is based on a talent.
What does Miss Greater
Portland win?

The big thing she gets is a
$1,000 scholarship. And she
gets money toward her wardrobe to get ready for the state
pageant. All in all we give out
almost $5,000 in scholarships
and prizes.
What are her responsibilities as Miss Greater Portland?

Her main responsibility is
to represent the Greater Portland area in the Miss Maine
pageant. Her second is to represent the Greater Portland area
at charity events and promoWhat does a woman need
tions, make appearances on
to be crowned Miss Greater behalf of Greater Portland.
Portland?
They go in all the area parades.
Sometimes
they are in fashion
A very well-rounded packshows or do TV advertiseage. She needs to make a very ments.
good impression in an interview. She has seven minutes to
Has a Miss Maine ever besell herself in front of a panel of
come Miss America?
judges. She needs to be worldly,
upon current affairs. She needs
No. The closest a Miss Maine
to have an opinion. They don't has ever gotten is second runscore her on what her opinion nerup.
is just on the fact that she does
have an opinion. She needs to
be graceful and have a pretty
good figure and be poised in Kelly Nelson has neverwom three-inch
whatever she's wearing. She heels with a swimsuit.
needs to be attractive, not necessarily beautiful - the most
beautiful girl in the pageant
does not necessarily win. More
than that she needs to have

cbA-, The Thomas Inn
& Playhouse
.~~~~~~-,.
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on Thomas Pond

.;. ...... ..

Old Route 302, So. Casco, Maine 04077
Monday-Thesday Buffet
$7.95 all you can eat
Kids 1(2 price,
6 and under Free
Wednesday - 2 for 1 nite
(2 Dinners for the price
of one on selected items)
Thursday - Ladies Nite
1{2 off Dinner and Drinks

Friday & Saturday
Dinner Theatre
Sunday Brunch

* DINNER THEATRE

~

Love and Marriage
Thanks To Broadway
March 10, 11, 17, 18,24,25.31
& April 1
The Maine Theatre Ensemble Wces I
lighthearted look It the trials and
tribul.tioos of love and marriage as
seen Ihrough Broadway's most
memorable tunes.

Ditmer at 7:00 PM • Show at 8:30 PM

$27 per person
Call now for reservations

655-3292

9-3
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Run your "Auto For Sale" ad
until you sell your car
(or up to 4 weeks - whichever comes first).

For $
Only

10

Circulating 16,000 copies weekly in the greater Portland area.
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LIBERATE yaUR T.V. !

* ·THE-REVOLUTIONARY'S·GUIDE-TO·UHFIV: *

High energy calisthenic and
aerobic flighlll departing
hourly ••• Over 45 pcr week!

PURPOSEi

TO [)(TRACT THe: ULTRAHICOH FREQU£NCIEf
SWIRllNQ THROUGH 'THE AIR AMP Ll8tR~TE
INTO <,IOOR I.IVING ROOM FOR
1)VNAMIC. VIEWING.

2+

START TODAY: •

Concept II Rower
• Hi Impact Supergroup • Low Impact Aerobics
• Dance Aerobics
• Stretch & Tone
• Lire Cycles
• Weight Trailling

OF
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Falmouth, ME 04105
wORKOUrS WORK' 781-4502
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PACKAGING FOR THE AGE OF WASTE

TARGEtW2

EF GlOBAL VILlAGE
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FOR ADDITIONAL TROOPS $ GROUND SUPPORT
CALL 24W-A-R AT 761-21tlf.2

PICK UP ,(OUR

IF lit ~ ~

UHF ANTENNA AT

CUMBfRl"ND ELECTRONICS

YOUR ALTERNATIVE RECORD $ VIDEO STORE

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER.,I36t CONGRESS,PORTLANt>. 761·272S. OPEN 7-9 M-F, 9-9SAT,10:30-8 SUN.

There's No Place
Like Home.

TilE PEOPLE OF PORTLAND
500 High.school students from around the
globe will come this summer. to celebrate
friendship with the people of Portland.
This great international youth gathering is
sponsored by world·renowned Educatiollal
Foundation for Foreign Study.
The youth ambassadors know us from books
and movies, now let us help them discover the
real heart of America. In twn, they will share the special beauty of their
own distant cultures. Be a part of this historic international friendship
festival. Host two or more of the teenagers for the four week program.
Host homes receive a room and board stipend, and several allractive
additional benefits. There are no transponation or entertainment
requirements. The fun. sparkle, and international friendship are free.

Please contact the EF Global Village Dirtctors/or mort in/ol'ltllltion
about this uciling adventure.
Grace Houghton & Ann Scribner, Directors
EF Global Village, Portland
~--;>r---'v--/ Tel.: (207) 772-1979

EF Foundation
Educational Homestay Programs

CLVE#1
Near a corner named for Milk
you'll find drinks of a different ilk.
And If you chance to see 11I.e Dragon,
change your ways or you'll be draggin'
and longing for the land of silk.

CLUE #2
A suitcase Is a handy thing
when you skip town, or have a fling.
So skip along the wharf of stones
to a cache of bags with natty tones.

CLUE #3

Let Us Make Yours Beautiful
Custom Draperies, Slipcovers, Beds-preads, Dust Ruffles,
Pillows, Balloon Shades, Roman Shades, Swags and Jabots.

• • •
Custom tailored exclusively in our own workrooms.
Measured and installed by experienced professionals.
Call 773-5741 for our FREE Shop-At-Home Service.
Or visit our Showroom.

The ~m&~ Shop
Drapery Experts Since I Y:S6

644 Congress Street, Portland in the Lafayette Town House
Between Longfellow and Congress Square • FREE Parking-Ask at our front door

In Tommy's building, long and high,
there is a timepiece in the sky.
Above the town and port of old,
o'er a street named for things sold,
f"md a place with Casco's name
for your next clue in this treasure game.

CLUE #4
Fiest came Woodman, with Mansard top,
then further west, the Emery block
and beneath the floor
of the one next door
is a port of prerecorded pop.

CLUE#5
Hickory, dickory, dock
on the corner stands a clock
that once timed trains
and now remains
to lead you east, and to the top.

Environmental chic
Since our Feb. 16 cover
story on recycling, several
readers have called to tell
us about interesting ways
they've cut back producing
nondegradable waste. We'd
like to hear more of your
creative solutions. Please
write - and we'll pass along
some of your ideas in a
future issue.
This week we're sharing
this column by Laurie
Freeman on how some
large business are dealing
with the issue. Her report
f"trst appeared in Isthmus,
an alternative newsweekly
in Madison, Wisc.

At Dunkin' Donuts, coffee
will no longer be served in Styrofoam cups.
The company initiated a
chain-wide conversion to paper and cardboard containers
after letters about their Styrofoam packaging being neither
recyclable nor biodegradable
began pouring in 18 months
ago. Currently, the restaurant's
large cups are still Styrofoam,
but new-products manager
Juelene Beck says those too will
be replaced later this year.
Dunkin' Donuts is reacting
to consumer worries about the
pile-up of nondegradable trash.
"Before World War II, containers were made out of recycia ble materials, and just about
everything was reusable," says
Rick Hirst, technical services
coordinator for Gerstman and
Meyers, a New York City package design firm. "The problem
now is breaking ourselves of
our throwaway mentality."
Hirst sees no reason manufacturers can't devise packaging
that's either recyclable or that
decomposes "in lifetimes
shorter than nuclear waste."
Meanwhile, the amount of
garbage Americans throw
away has grown by about 80
percent per year since 1960. The
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) estimates that
150 million tons of trash come
from residential and commercial outlets, about 3.5 pounds
per capita each day. Add industrial waste to that figure,
and approximately 230 million
tons of waste are generated
annually.
By 1990 the EPA estimates
residential and commercial
trash will reach 180 million

tons. But don't expect all that
garbage to become landfill there are only 6,000 working
landfills today, and communities are loath to open new ones.
By 1995, the EPA says, virtually all of the nation's landfills
will be full.

Conscious attempts
Driven by both environmental concerns and pressure
from consumers, a number of
companies and packaging
materials suppliers are taking
steps to reduce the amount of
nondegradable or nonrecyclable materials they introduce into the nation's waste
stream.
Until this year, most recycling efforts focused on aluminum, glass and waste paper
like newspapers, magazines
and computer paper. But not
much effort went into collecting plastic containers like liquid laundry detergent bottles
or two-liter soda bottles.
One reason - and it's a major one - is the plastics are not
compatible. For example, plastic milk jugs made of highdensity polyethylene are different from two-liter Coca-Cola
bottles made out of polyethylene terephtalate (PETE) plastic. "You just can't melt the two
together," says Don O'Toole of
Waste Management Inc., a
nationwide private waste-disposal firm.
Beginning early this year,
Procter & Gamble will try its
hand at turning two-liter softdrink bottles into containers for
its Spic and Span liquid pine
cleaner. If the recycled plastic
containers meet the company's
shipping and storage requirements, P&G intends to launch
the package nationally within
nine months.

Diapers and sacks
One area P&G has made
little headway in is increasing
the degradability of its Luvs
and Pampers disposable diapers. Approximately 16 billion
disposable diapers are thrown
away each year, accounting for
up to 20 percent of the volume
in some landfills.
Sue Hale, a P&G spokeswoman, notes that some materials used in disposable diapers do decompose, but says
the company has yet to find a
plastic material that will de-

grade while still providing
"product superiority."
There is, however, a diaper
company that claims to have
developed the nation's first
biodegradable disposable diaper. Rocky Mountain Medical
Corp. in Denver, Colo., is selling TenderCare, a biodegradable disposable diaper made of
natural fibers with adhesive
tabs and a plastic liner. Rocky
Mountain claims TenderCare
diapers, available through
mail-order and some specialty
stores, are 98 percent degradable.

Plastic sand
Archer Daniel Midlands, an
lllinois-based company, will
soon begin promoting a cornstarch-based resin which
breaks plastic down into small
particles - dubbed "plastic
sand" by the industry - that
can be applied to the foam packaging or "clamshell" packages
commonly used by fast-food
restaurant
chains
like
McDonald's.
Plastic foam packages are
nonrecyclable,and theproduction of these products has been
linked to depletion of the fragile ozone layer.
The foam packaging industry and fast-food chains "informally agreed" that fluorocarbons would be removed from
packaging by Jan. I, 1989, according to Wendy'S vice president Dennis Lynch. Beating the
deadline, Wendy'S ceased use
of all fluorocarbon-containing
packaging in August, and will
soon replace the foam container
for its Big Classic sandwich
with paper and foil wrapping.
"This wasn't the result of
consumer or activist groups'
requests," maintains Lynch.
"The restaurant industry didn't
know about fluorocarbons, but
when the media brought it to
our attention, we said, 'Okay,
let's get 'em out,' because it's
obviously the right thing to do."
With the landfill issue becoming more pressing nationwide, companies are learning
that consumers will be drawn
to packaging that establishes
recyclability or biodegradability as a major point of difference. As Gerstmann & Meyers'
Rick Hirst points out, ''What
better way to increase sales than
to be known as being environmentally hip?"

Every time someone buys
something, that person casts a
vote -- whether they realize
it or not.
By putting money into one
set of hands instead of another,
each consumer makes a social
choice (Who made it? What else
does the company make?);
a quality-of-life choice (What
else will this product affect?
Where will it'be put? What does
it look like? Will it last?);
and, perhaps most of all, an
environmental choice (What is
it made of? Where did the raw
material come from? How will
it be disposed of?) .
Marketing professionals
are keenly aware of the choices
we make in Greater Portland.
They use us as a test market and
they pay close attention to what
we buy -- and what we don't.
The power they invest in us
is a privilege. We should be
considerate when we buy. We
should use our votes wisely.
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Forget the familiar map of Greater Portland: the
downtown peninsula and the 'burbs, South Portland and Cape Elizabeth, Yarmouth and Freeport,
Westbrook and Gorham. Marketing pros look at
Greater Portland zip code by zip code - and
marketing pros look at Greater Portland often.

HoVl marketers see
Zip 0~101, th~ Portland peninsula, is classified Single City Blues while 04107,
Cape Elizabeth, 1$ a haven for Pools & Patios. In 04092, Westbrook, you'll find
Mines & Mills mixing with Blue-Chip Blues.
. These s~appy nickn~es are courtesy of the Claritas Corporation, a marketmg consultmg flrm that s merged census data and consumer surveys with street
addresses ~,o classif);,every community in the ~ation into one of 40 neighborhood
type.s, or clust~r~. The clust.ers help busmesses target their products and
services by predIctmg what their customers eat, drink, drive - even think. More
than your clothes, your college or your birthplace, marketers know that where
you lIve speaks eloquently about who you are, where you're going and, most
especially - what you'll buy.
To amend an old adage, you are where you live.

Tossed salad
. Take the wealthiest cluster, Blue Blood Estates, conSisting of the Beverly
Hillses an? ~alm Beaches of America. Here residents buy champagne by the case,
play tenms m backyard courts, read "Architectural Digest" at five times the
natIOnal a.verage and tend to name their kids Skippy and Muffy. On the other end
of the soclO-economic ladder is Public Assistance, a cluster of urban ghettos like
Watts or the South Bronx. Here residents like malt liquor and saltwater fishing
'
read "Ebony" and vote for whoever the Democrats have up for election.
In between these extremes are Urban.Gold Coast, Blue-Collar Nursery, Towns
& Gowns and G~ay Po~er: cl~ters ~f CIty dwellers and s~all-town folk, college
~tudents and re~ITees,. bIg families With Tonka toys and childless yuppies blendmg guaca~ole In ~helr state-of-the-art Cuisinarts. In Bohemian Mix, composed
of funky s~gles neIghb~rhoo~s like Gre~nwich Village in New York and HaightAs~bury In Sa~. FranCISCO, liberal attItudes breed among its well-educated
reSidents, rehabilitated rowhouses, avant-garde art galleries and chi-chi cafes. In

While Cape Elizabeth is a mix of four lifestyles, the highe~t percentage of households, 40
percent, are designated Pools & Patios. Here, in
a typically uppe~-middle-class postwar suburbs,
?Ider couples en[oy double incomes, white-color
lobs and a laid-backyard lifestyle. They purchase above-average amounts of pretzels,
cheeses, Scotch ,!nd bourbon - all the ingredients for a cocktail par1}t. They read magazines
like "Sunset," "Natural History," and "The New
Yorker" at more than twice the national average.
And they have money to burn: foreign cars like
Alfa Romeos, Mercedes Benzes and BMWs line
their driveways and the latest electronic gadgetry
fills their homes.

. The majority of households on Portland's penInsula are classified Single City Blues, one of the
downscale singles clusters filled with baby-boomers who decided against becoming yuppies. Many
residents have gone to college and read magazines like "Atlantic Monthly," "Harper's" and
"Architectural Digest" at more than twice the
national average. They're on tight budgets but
they're 50 percent more likely than the average
American to shop' at health-food stores and are
big consumers of frozen yogurt, bottled spring
water and natural cheeses. For relaxation Single
City Blues residents would rather go skiing'or play
backgammon than go golfing or bowl. Among
their favorite lV shows: "Nightline " "Miami Vice
arid "Friday Night Videos.'"
,
1/

Portland •••

••• and Vlhy they look

Middle America, a cluster of heartland towns like Oshkosh, Wisc., and Sandusky,
Ohio, local&. socialize in ice cream parlors and approach the Fourth of July wHh
a sense of history.
Bohemian Mixers tend to smoke pot with their kids. The parents of Middle
America worry about pot smoking among theirs.
Taken together, the 40 clusters reflect the roaring diversity of how Americans
really live. While many people believe the nation is a melting pot - that's it's
become a homogenized culture of coast-to-coast shopping malls and fast-food
restaurants - the clusters portray an America more like a tossed salad.
Knowing the carrots from the lettuce is power for companies trying to identify
marketing niches for everything from light trucks to frozen tofutti. When
Colgate-Palmolive wanted to test-market a new detergent for young families, it
sent mini-boxes to Young Suburbia. The U.S. Army found that the best communities for opening recruiting stations belong to a cluster of small rural towns
classified Shotguns & Pickups, where patriotism is strong and status is a doublewide trailer. Clusters are the reason your mailbox is filled with junk mail from
either Sears or The Sharper Image.
To be sure, any student of popular culture might come up with roughly similar
connections. Obviously, a Mercedes dealership wouldn't hold much promise in
a Single City Blues area such as 04101 (Portland's peninsula), and a tattoo parlor
probably won't make it big among the upper-middle-class seniors in a Pools &
Patios town like 04107 (Cape Elizabeth).

Birds of a feather
Geodemography, as this kind of market research is known, has been around
for less than 20 years. Before that, marketers relied on census data to analyze cities
by such basic factors as income, household size and marital status. This kind of
continued on page 10•••

If you put together all of Greater Portland's zip code clusters you end up
with "Little U.S.A," an area whose overall demographicS deviate only slightly
from national averages. Because this area is populated by the average Mr.,
Mrs. and Ms. America, demographically speaking, Portland is one of the most
popular test markets in the country for new or improved products.
"Its population represents a good cross-section of people - it's average
America," says Fran Mazodones, co-owner of Market Research Unlimited in
South Portland. Since Portlanders are "average" people, their buying habits
are considered good indicators of what the rest of the country will purchase.
In 1986 alone, 5,589 new products were tested in grocery stores across the
country, according to Marketing Intelligence. There's no official count on how
many test market products have sat on Portland's she Ives. Gary Watson, manager of grocery merchandising for Hannaford Bros., estimates that Portland
area Shop 'n Saves have had as many as eight products being test marketed at
one time.
Although you can't always spot these test market products, every time you
go shopping near Portland you could be making a national-level marketing
decision.

Isolation and the right mix
Proctor and Gamble's Linda Ulrey says that what they look for in a test
market is a particular population that consists of typical users of the product
and is reflective ofthe U.S. population. The city also needs to be a closed media
and distribution location.
Test market periods usually run from six months to a year. At that point the
company either continues testing or pulIs the product from the stores while
they decide whether to "roll out" (go national) or bail out.
Since there's a high failure rate among new products, manufacturers like
to try out a fledgling product in test markets first to avoid making an
embarrassing national mistake.
"It's important for manufacturers to know a product is a failure before
going national," says Mazodones. If a product doesn't fare well in the test
market the company can take it all back and not spend any more money on it,
she says.
Mary Ann McConihay, manager of special products at SAMI/Burke in
Ohio says they use the Greater Portland area as a test market because its basic
key demographics - age, household size, income and female heads of household - are representative of the United States population. Portland, she says,
also has a "good life style mix."
Even more importantly, Portland's good mix is an isolated mix. Print and
broadcast media serve this area exclusively. Portland hosts all of the major
television networks but they generally don't spill over beyond the Greater
Portland area - and other regional media don't spill into us.
Also, because Shaw's and Shop 'n Save gol?ble up 80 percent of the retail
grocery volume in the Portland area, their electronic scanners make sales easy
to monitor.
Although a new or improved product is usually tested in more than one
test-market city, Portlanders have buying clout. Portlanders have sent some
products packing while sending others up to the major leagues.

Win, lose or draw
Westbrook is a blue-collar industrial area
where the chief cluster, Mines & Mills, represents
33 percent of the households. Traditionally a
lower-middle-class area surrounding aging tactories, residents here take home lots of cleaning
products: bathroom cleaners, rug deodorizers
and floor wax are all bought at above-average
rates. And this is a buy-American area: motorists
tend to drive Chevy Spectrums, Pontiac Bonnevilles and Dodge Diplomats at about twice the
national average. For recreation, the sportsminded Mines & Mills dwellers are found of
activities that can be accompan ied by a six-pack:
fishing, bowling and camping. Among their
favorite magazines: "Sports Afield" and "Popular Mechanics."

Some products have been given the L.L. Bean boot after a test marketing
stint in Portland. Impromptu, an upscale TV dinner that didn't need to be refrigerated, hit Portland's shelves a couple years back. One day these heat and
eat meals were gone and they have never been seen again, anywhere. Same
with Vibrant, a heavy duty bleach that made a little splash among Portland
launderers back in 1986. Latta Margarine, whose ads sang, "whole lotta Latta
going on" is gone from the shelves too perhaps due to "too little Latta going
on."
Other products have gone national after being test-marketed here. Folger's
got Portlanders' opinion of its single-serve coffee bags and now the whole
country can get coffee from a bag. Crest toothpaste pumps showed up here in
1984 and apparently widened Portland smiles enough to go national the next
year. Jello Pudding cups, cute little plastic, pre-rationed containers of pudding, made the grade with Portland snackers and are now keeping milk,
yogurt and cheese company across the nation.
Still other locally-tested products remain in the twilight zone. They've
completed the test market period, they've been pulled from the shelves and
they are just waiting while the company decides whether to go national with
it or to drop it.
Portlanders who have grown accustomed to these products will just have
to wait and see it they'll be back or not: Lysol Touch-Ups were here until last
continued on page 11 ...
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THE LAVISH TOUCH OF ITALIAN TAPESTRY
brings a wonderful feeling of luxmy to the basic

continued from page 9 ...

demographic information helped determine whether Cieveland
or. Kalamazoo had the greatestnwnber of, say, blue-collar couples
with 2.2 children.
But by the '70s, consumer researchers had become f~trated
by the apparent ungluing of the mass market, driven by such
~ends as the skyrocketing divorce rate and the rise in doublemcome.households. Standard demographic surveys suddenly
XA. The Renaissance woman means business with this
lost theIr ~ge. Females aged 18 to 35 and earning over $15,000
elegant briefcase. Faced on both sides with tapestry this bag
annually
su:nPly no longer behaved predictably. Those who
has a full letWh zippered pocket and a full outside folio
grew up eating mashed potatoes rnight one day begin scouring
pocket, wide dividers, both shOtt leather clad . and
adjustable shoulder strap. (IS"xlZ",u")
gnps ~.50
the supermarket for bulgur, couscous or stuffed tortellini.
In 1974, a computer scientist turned entrepreneur named
Jonathan
Robb~ devised ~ revolutionary target-marketing sysXB. This open tote wouldn't be out of place at afternoon tea laden ·th
tem to deal ~Ith the splmtered society. At the company he
• parcelsora bit of needlework. (13"xlt1"xS")
,
$;;.50
founded, Clantas (Latin for "clarity"), Robbin programmed '
computers to an~l~ze every zip code according to hundreds of
census charac~enshcs, sortmg each into one of 40 lifestyle clusxc. Our.drawstring shoulder pouches gain a wonderful offhand
ters. T~er: he linked those clusters to dozens of media, product
elegance m tapestry.
purse size (ll"x6"x7") $SO.25
~d
opl~uon surveys, creating a system dub~ed PRIZM (Potencarryall size (14"xS"U) 64.50
tial Ratmg Index for Zip Markets). With only a community's
cl.uster c~assificati~n, the PRIZM system could accurately predict the life~tyle of Its residents - f~~m the brands of bread likely
to be found m the :pantry to the political bent of magaZines on the
XD. The Urban Tote (l9"xlS"xS") is roomy enough
coffee table. In neighborhoods where residents read "The New
to carry a day's worth of gear. We make it sturdy canll3S
Wlth leather grips ~d base. The tapestry front panel is a
Republic," for instance, they also tend to eat croissants rather
deep
y gussened, ZIppered axnpartment that is big
than white bread.
~ ~or legal size file folders. For "hands free"
Like many sta~istical concepts that prove effective, Robbin's
carrymg It also has an adjustable shoulder strap. $64.50
geodemography IS based on a handful of simple principles the
ke~, beir:g "Birds of a feather flock together."
'
XE. This zipperul. canvas pone has a tapestry pocket 00 the front and
ZIppered canll3Spocketon the back. (IYxlO"x4")
$19.95
Bas.lcally, pe0I;,'e seek out neighborhoods that are most
.....-=.\'.
congenial. to them, explains the 58-year-old Robbin, a stocky
XF. Our pone size duffle has ta"'"""',
_ pock and both
ends (11"x6" 7")
,---, on the L
mmt
et
professorial
equally at home quoting Baudelaire and R. Crumb.
.
x
$24.50
~'At each s~age in their l!f~ cycle, people tend to join their peers
m approp~late commurutles, whether it's in high-rise city apartXH. The lapestry clutch makes a lovely
ments or smgle homes out in suburbia."
everung bag or a nice small pu= to tuck
inside a tote. It has two zippered
Although no neighborhood is strictly homogeneous in all
compartments and leather piping.
re~pects,
the system worI<.s b~ause the differences among the
XG. The string bag (ll"x7",u")
(lO"xS")
$18.50
neighborhoods
are more Significant than the differences among
is just big enough for the essentials
~ It's made af all tapestry with leath";'
hou;;eholds wit~in, the neighborhoods. "People are all differJ trim, long leather strap and brass
ent, says Robbm, 'but clustering predicts where you can find
.::.. " finclin&".
$32.50
more of one kind."
What a lovely feeling to dip into your
purse and find these genteel accessories
. Demographically similar neighborhoods separated by great
Xl. lined gIa-. case
~ 75
dlS~ances tend to share the same conswner patterns. Texas and
Xj. Wallet (S"U)
$9.75
XK. r ...uepak
$4.25
~ame may be thousands of miles apart, but the cluster system
XL. Chartge Purse (3"x4")
$2.75
illustr~tes that North Austin and the Portland peninsula have
muc~ ~ common. Both are classified as Single City Blues commu~utles; both ~hare a populace of baby-boomers who decided
against becoffilng yuppies. In both places residents shop at
health-f?od stores an~ drink bottled spring water. You could go
to sleep m North Austm and wake up in Portland and except for
the annadillos you'd be right at horne.
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The right half
. Followinl? ~heir success in the marketplace, clusters moved
mto ~he pO~hcal arena, aiding strategists in packaging their
can~ldates like so ma~y pasta :wheels. When the Reagan administration at.tack~ SOCial Secunty as a budget-buster in 1981, the
De~ocratlc National Committee used the clusters for a direct~all appeal t? tap the retirement resorts of Golden Ponds (where
ISsues affectmg the elderly hit close to horne) as well as the
ghett~s of Public ~ssistance (whose poor residents rely on Social
Secunty as subSIStence income). The DNC also conducted a
cluster poll in 1985 to help Congressional candidates locate
supporters and undecideds who could be wooed with a customtailored message.
. Says Democratic pollster William Hamilton, "Political strateglst~ no lo~ger have to say, 'Young people are going Republican. T~ey re able to .say, 'Blue-Collar Nursery voters are going
Republican but their upscale cousins in Young Tnfluentials

aren't.' "
~nderstandably, some of these cluster applications raise

ethlc~l con~e~s .abo~t the potential for abuses, especially regardmg an mdlVldual s right to privacy. One bank in California
offermg pre-approved credit cards uses the clusters to decide
whether residents in a .n~ighborhood should get a credit line of
$500 or $5,000 - a sophisticated fonn of redlining. And few laws
today govern the use of commercial data bases.
Most mar~eters inSist, however, that their computer-based
techno.logy wIll never ~ecome Big Brother's bible. At Claritas,
executiv~s note that theIr cluster creation provides infonnation
about neighborhoods, not individuals; their smallest unit is the
?lo~k g~oup,.averaging 340 households. BeSides, target-marketmg IS s~ll an I.ncredibly inexact science. A successful direct-mail
campaign usmg clusters may increase a response rate by a
percentage point, from 2 to 3 percent - and be considered
phenomenally s~ccessful because of the 50-percent improvement. But that still means that the system failed to motivate 97
percent of the targeted audience.
Ultimately, the goal of cluster marketing is to get a bigger
bar:g for an advertiSing buck. John Wanamaker, founder of the
Philadelphia department store chain that bears his name, once
O?se:ved that h~ of all advertising dollars were wasted; he just
dldn.t kno~ which half. The clusters keep businesses from
sendmg their messages to the wrong people.
Michael J. Weiss pre~ared this report. He is the authorof ·The ClUstering of America.
(Harper & Row), from whIch portIons of this article were adapted. He lives in a Money &
BrainS sec~on of Washington D.C .

continued from page 9 ...

December. No decision has been made yet on these souped-up
Handi-Wipes that are already doused with a cleanser. Delissio
Pizza's test market period ended last year. The refrigerated allin-one pizza mix is still on hold. You may remember the pseudoopera sounding ads they broadcast along Portland airwaves
while it was here.

Dipper pickers
And there are products being test marketed out there right
now.
Dunkin' Donuts honored us with being one of the first three
cities to taste their Dunkin' Dippers, the dessert equivalent of
AW~~1u~ 1JW~
Chicken McNuggets. Dippers are half-ounce droplets of donut
.'ectroftIC , •• I"Y
dough that come five or ten to a box with a choice of sauces:
chocolate fudge, peanut butter fudge, apple cinnamon, mandarin orange, strawberry and caramel fudge. They've been here
since November. Senior vice president of marketing Sidney Feltenstein says if the folks in Portland, Albuquerque and Orlando
turn out to be big dippers, they'll ship this new product out to all
of their franchises.
Another new item in our midst is Kool-Aid Kool Shots. This
pre-sweetened liquid concentrate turns into Kool-Aid when you
add water. A little plastic jug that goes for $2.49 makes eight
quarts. You can make it by the glass or the pitcher in five flavors:
grape, cherry, strawberry, lemonade and tropical punch. Other
serving suggestiOns include squirting it into club soda or pouring it over crushed ice to make a snow cone.
XyliFresh gum is hanging out on Portland's candy racks these
days to See if the average Portlander likes gum with the natural
sweetener xylitol. Five sticks costs you 40 cents and the only
other place to chew it is in Boise, Idaho.
There are other test market products out there too, but you're
Austin Trading Co.
not supposed to know what they are. They are usually slipped
onto the shelf or rack right next to a similar product without
much hoopla. Sometimes there is a "NEW" sticker below the
product - but not always. Companies think the best judge of
potential success is if the new product is slipped discretely onto
Sergio Lub INC.
the appropriate shelf.
~ Handcrafted Jewelry
Advertising and promotional efforts accompany the test
market. One way to spot a test market product is to find a coupon
in the local newspaper for a new (or improved) product. If the .
coupon says the product is not available in all stores, you're
A little off the beaten track, but well worth the effort!
probably being tested.
In the Old Port West.
But even if you don't know which items are on trial, just know
that you have extra buying power because you chose to live in an
36 DANFORTH ST., PORTLAND 772-8607
Mon. - Sat. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
"average" area like Portland. So if you like a new product and
you want it to stay around and you want your relatives in
Minnesota to be able to get it some day, buy it-often and buy a lot
of it. And if you don't like a new product that appears on the
supermarket shelf, don't buy it and tell your friends not to buy
it.
That way perhaps the rest of the country will never know
about it.
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Kelly Nelson prepared this report. She lives in a barn in a Coalburg and Corn town
area.
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Start your day with us.
•
•
newspapers • magazIneS.
Ice
cream
coffee. donuts. beer. wine
sandwiches • snacks

IINo place to
haVlk yogurt"
cluster demographics are based on average residents, and can blatantly ignore minority exceptions. Even though Freeport has a
. nationwide reputation as a boutique haven,
zip code 04032 is considered Coalburg &
Corntown. According to the Claritas studies,
42 percent of Freeport households remain
what Free~rt has long been ~ not what its
downtown has become.
According to the clustering whizzes, Freeport residents, like those in Oil City, Penn.,
"buy canning jars, chewing tobacco, wood
burning stoves and chain saws at more than
twice the national average./I And, their wise
advice to potential retailers is: "No, this is no
place to hawk yogurt, frozen tofu and bottled
water./I

•

OPEN TILL
lAMFRI&SAT
Mon-Thur 6:30 am-11:30 pm
Fri 6:30 am-l:00 am
Sat 11 :00 am-I :00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm
100 COMMERCIAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK
ON THE WATERFRONT

•
772-2936

Peter Weir's ''Picnic at
Hanging Rock" is the most
visually haunting mystery on
the silver screen. The movie is
based on a true story of the
disappearance of four women
on an outing at Hanging Rock
inAustralia. Unlike the stark
realism of more recent truelife mysteries "A Cry in The
Dark" and "Thin Blue Line,"
"Picnic at Hanging Rock"
distances itself from any
statements about what might
have happened. The disappearance of the women
remains as much an enigma
at the end of the mQvie, as in
the beginning. Instead, Weir
captures the audience with
the haunting tale. The cinematography focuses on the
barren immensity of the rock
with all its dark passages, the
music suggests something
supernatural, the sexual
images point to the possibility
that the women's disappearance was a carnal abduction.
There is plenty of speculation,
but the conclusions are
neither final nor comforting.
The movie is not available On
videocassette, so tonight's
showing is a rare chance to
see the movie. "Picnic at
Hanging Rock" will be shown
at 7 p.m. in the Auditorium at
the Portland Museum of Art.
Admission is $3.50.

I
Six folk violinists, whose
ages span generations and
whose styles span the continent, perfonn at 8 p.m. at the
First Parish Church, 425
Congress St., Portland.

f

(,,
I

"The Masters of the Folk
Violin" include bluegrass and
Appalachian-style fiddler
Kenny Baker; Howard Annstrong playing in the black
string band tradition that
began after the American
Revolution and continued
through the 1930s; Cajun style
fiddler Michael Doucet, the
leader of the band Beausoleil;
Joe Connier, who plays the
complex Scottish folk style of
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia;
Seamus Connolly who, as his
name suggests, is an Irish
fiddler; and Alison Krauss, a
17-year-old virtuoso perfonner of the western long
bow style of playing. Local
violin maker Jon Cooper is
traveling with the tour
with an exhibit aimed at
making the art of violin
making intelligible to the
layman. Tools, methods and
instruments in progress are
all part of the exhibit. Tickets
for the concert are $10 and are
available at Amadeus Music,
Gallery Music or at the
Portland Performing Arts
Center box office, 774-0465.

continue their Sunday morning series at the Portland
Museum of Art with a program, whi~h is designed to
appeal to children and adults
alike. The program includes a
mix of classical, traditional
and contemporary pieces:
"Five Easy Dances" by Denes
Agay, "St. Anthony Chorale"
by Haydn, "Braintree Quintet" by Gwenyth Walker and
"Three Sea Shanties" by
Malcolm Arnold. The doors
to the museum open at 10:30
a.m. and the concert begins at
11 a.m. Coffee, juice and
bagels will be available.
Tickets are $5 for adults, $1
for children under 12. For
more infonnation, call 7756148.
A spectator sport of a
different sort. .. Maine State
Ping Pong Champion Harvey
The highly acclaimed New Klugman will play Maine
World String Quartet plays at Senior Ping Pong Champion
Howard Reuben in an exhibi8 p.m. at Corthell Concert
tion at the Jewish Community
Hall on the USM Gorham
57 Ashmont St.,
Center,
campus. Although the quartet
Portland.
The ping.pong
is known for its perform. champions will also present a
ances of 20th century and
newly commissioned works, clinic for spectators who want
to improve their games. The
the Gorham concert features
exhibition
is free and open to
works of a more standard
fare: Hayden's "Quartet in G the public. The games begin
Major, Op. 76 No. I," Bartok's at 2 p.m.
"Quartet No.4" and Brahms'
"Quartet in C Minor, Op. 51
No.1." Tickets are $10 for the
public, $8 for students and
seniors. For more infonnation, call 780-5555.

The Block Chamber Ensemble, a wind quintet of
principals from the Portland and Vennont symphony orchestras,

reporter on civil-liberties
issues for the Boston Globe;
the World Affairs Council
Frank Wilkinson, executive
lecture series at 7:30 p.m.
director of the National
The lecture is at Temple BethCommittee Against RepresEl, 400 Deering Ave., Portsive Legislation; Ann-Mari
land. Tickets are $5 public, $3
The final lecture in greater
Buitrage, director of the Fund
for World Affairs Council
Portland Landmark's series
for Open Infonnation, which
members, $1 for students. For "Preservation as Public
assists
people seeking govmore infonnation, call 780Policy" takes place today at
ernment records under the
4551.
12 noon in the First Parish
Freedom of Information Act;
Church, 425 Congress St.,
Chip Berlet an analyst and
Portland. The series, which
free-lance writer specializing
has taken a look at preserva- in civil liberties; and Diana
tion policies in general, now
Reynolds, a facu1ty member
focuses its attention on
of Northeastern UniverSity
Portland in "A Look at
and a specialist in "political
Portland's Resources - What warfare." The conference will
Do We Preserve." Kenneth
be held at 7 p.m. in Chase
Masilo Mabeta, a South
Severans, a Portland architec- Hall. Advance registration is
African Native, will speak
tural historian who was
required; call 786-6305.
about the political and social active in preservation efforts
problems that exist in his
in Charleston, S.c. will speak.
homeland, encouraging
The session features a slide
questions and dialogue with
lecture, followed by discusthe audience at St. Joseph's
sion and questions from the
College in Windham. Mabeta audience. It is free and open
will speak at 7 p.m. in the
to the public.
auditorium of the Heffernan
Pianist and composer
Center.
William Bolcom's "Ghost
Who needs porn? A recent
Rags" were on the program of
made-for-television movie
the last Maine New Music
called "Swimsuit" suggested Network concert at the PMA.
that years of fighting for the
The rags combined an Ameriobliteration of .exploitation of can musical tradition with
women in the media availed
other worldliness. The result
little. As part of the Women's was alluring. Tonight Bolcom
Awareness Week at Bowdoin, performs a program of
fonner-model Ann Simonton American songs and rags
speaks on sex power in the
from the parlor tradition and
media i;lnd against beauty
vaudeville tunes of the 19th
"The Wager" by Mark
pageants and exploitiveadcentury to the early 20th
Medoff is being perfonnvertising. Simonton speaks at century songs of Stephen
ed by the Russell
8 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium Foster, Cole Porter, George
Square Players toat Bowdoin.
Richard S. Cohen, U.s. Atnight through next
Gershwin and Eubie Blake.
torney for the District of
Sunday in Russell
Singer and actress Joan
Maine, will speak on "InterHall on the USM
Morris supplies the vocals.
national Drug Traffic: An
The perfonnance is at 7:30
campus. Perfonnances are
Unwinnable War?" as part of
Thursday through Saturday
p.rn. in Kresge Auditorium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. at 8 p.m, Sunday at 5 p.m. For
Tickets are $7.
ticket infonnation, call 7805483.

Buddy Guy and .Junior Wells,
the big guys from
Chicago, return to
Portland to play
the blues
at Raoul's.
There will
be two shows,
7 and 10 p.m.
For ticket
information,

cello suites (Prelude from the
First Suite, Gavotte from the
Two sessions are being
Sixth
Suite and Courante
offered, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
from the Third Suite [I'm not
and 1:30-3:30 p.m. The cost,
sure of the correct notation
including materials, is $6 for
for the suite numbers. I'll look
museum members, $8 for
it up tonight]), preludes and
non-members. Advance
etudes by Heitor Villa-Lobos
registration is required. Call
(1887-1959), "Variations on a
the museum's education
Theme of Handel" by Mauro
department at 775-6148.
Giuliani (1781-1829) and a
Christopher Parkening, the
The Second Annual Nagroup of pieces called
dashing protege of Andres
tional Conference Investigat"Castles of Spain" by FederSegovia, perfonns at 8 p.m. in
ing Abuses Committed by the
ico
Moreno-Torroba (1891Portland City Hall AuditoFBI takes place tonight at
1982).
Tickets for the concert
rium. Segovia, himself, called
Bates College in Lewiston.
are $9 and $15 and are availParkening "one of the most
Journalists, activists and
able from the Portland ConThe Portland Museum of
brilliant guitarist in the
academics will explore the
cert Association, 772-8630.
Art is offering a workshop for world." Selections from the
alleged violations of civil and children ages 8-12 in conjuncprogram include Segovia's
human rights by the FBI
tion with the Maine Vanes
transcriptions of J.s. Bach's
through two panel discusexhibit, "Art From All Direcsions, "Extra-Legal Activities" tions." Children will be taken
and" Accountability and
through the exhibit and will
OverSight." Participants
construct their own weather
include Ross Gelbspan, a
vanes from cardboard.
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....,.,... could spend a fortune on
es, cover charges and travel to
hear the cutting edge in dance music
in New York, Montreal or London ...or else

the progessive music and dance club.
Acid House, Industrial, Rap, Ska-acid,
Deep House, Belgian New Beat...

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
r

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187

ackage

1-l~b1rS

For ALL the music you want at
prices you've been looking for!

Records, Tapes and CDs

See Ilage 24

10 EXCHANGE ST•• LOWER LEVEL
OLD PORT

MONDAY · DRAIT BEERS
nJESDAY · MARGARITAS & BLOODYS
WEDNESDAY · WELL DRINKS
TIfUllSlJAY . MARGARITAS & BLOODYS

ART IN
AMERICA

FRIDAY· CHAMPAGNE

ALSO: $2.95 MUNCHIES

•

• H

•

I

Umited tickets $3

--

GAILERY127 .

425 Fore St. • 871·0663

127 Middle Street
Porlktnd, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317

'~"'LI
MOON

IGRAND OPENINGI
PSYCHIC ASTROLOGER
Mrs. Claire

DISCUSSION
ITS PAST AND
WHERE ITS HEADED??

T

AMIGOS *******

PANEL

March 2nd

7:30 p.rn.

•

C

10

EXPANDED BAR AREA!
2 New Pool Tables
Mini-Basketball
Dart Boards
Free Munchies
JOIN US! 4 TO CLOSING

See page 24

9 Dana St. in The Old Port
772·0772

MARCH 1-4
WED - SAT 7,9
SAT MAT 1

PG

Let The Stars Be Your Guide
On Love, Marriage, Business, etc. ..
Never·failing Help and Advice

Beetlejuice

IFYOUNEED
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
OR SOME PROBLEMS SOLVED ...
...CALLTODAY

SAT MAT 2:45
SUN I, 5, 8:15 , MON - TUES 7

*
*
CRYSTAL RBADINGS
HALF PRICE WITH AD

I Ioroscope Charts' Brighton Ave.
All readings private and confidential
Call for appointment 871-7134

*******

MARCH 4·7

DIE
UNBEARABlE llGHTNESS
OFBElNG

eli]

MARCH 8-12.
WED· SAT 7,9
SAT· SUN MAT 1 . SUN EVE 9
Portland Premier!

VINCENT
The Life and Death of Vincent Van Gogh
·10 Exchan

SI .. Portland

172-9600

14
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MASTE

TheTwo SAINTS

OF THE

FOLK VIOLIN

IN NOMINEE SOLIS

RECORD RELEASE
PARTY!
THEE TALISMEN

FRIDAY, MARCH

3

8:00 PM
1ST PARISH CHURCH

with very special guests

425 CONGRESS ST" PrLD"
Kenny Baker

.Ii.tings mu.t be received by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publica lion
Ann Sitomar, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102 775.6601

Bluegrass
Michael Doucet
Cajun

Alison Krauss

Joseph Connier

Western Long Bow

Cape Breton

Howard Armstrong Seamus Connolly

Blues/Jazz

Irish

TICKETS $10· CALL 774-0465 AVAILABLE
ALSO AT AMADEUS MUSIC & GALLERY MUSIC

•
0-0 KIN G

13 BROWN SI PORTLAND 761·2506

SILVER
OR
SCREEN

Presented by Portland Pf'"rolrmiin
Portland
Inn

•••
What's Where

Naw.front is about Australian newsreel makers struggle to survive during
the fifties with the onset of television
news, Cold War politics and rock and
roll.
Picnic at H8nging Rock A haunting
visual tale from Peter Weir about the
disappearance 01 a group of schoolgirls
on St. Valentine's Day at the turn of the
century. The movie is based in a true
story, but there is no sense of docudrama or sensationalism . There is only
mystery .• recommends ...

Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine MOU Road. 5 Portland
774-1022
or.... UHI. Dream
1:30,4.7.9:20 (opens Mar 3)

Lean on".

1,3:10, 5:15. 7:25, 9:35 (opens Mar 3)
The Burbe
12:45, 2:55, 5, 7:05, 9:15
GI .....lng The Cube
1.3:10. 5:15 ~hrough Mar 2)

Cousin.

12:45.3.5:15. 7:30,9:45 (through Mar 2)
3:15, 9:45 (from Mar 3)
The FI, II
1,3:10, 5:15, 7:25. 9:35 (through Mar 2)
Thre. Fugltlv.&
1 :15. 3:20. 5:25. 7:30. 9:35

a ••ch••

1 :30, 4. 7. 9:25
Working Girl
7:30.9:45 only 8f1er Feb 17

Cou.ins Ted Danson and Isabella
Rossellini are in this remake of a
French movie aboUf adultery. Yes , it's
in English.

twine

1.3:15,5:25,7:35,9:45 (through Mar 2)
1. 5:25. 7:35 (from Mar 3)

The Unbearable L1ghtnes. of
BeIng I'd usually jump at the chance
to see a movie about both politics and
sex. This movie. though. falls short in
erotism, political tension and I could
muster no sympathy lor any 01 the
characters. The main character Tomas,
a man who just can·t remain faithful to
his wife, is played by the Czech version
of Mickey Rourke. I could only tolerate
him and his cute grin for about ten minutes .• recommends you ask someone
else for his or her opinion of this movie;
you're bound to hear ifs great.
Vincent is the story of the life and
times 01 Vincent Van Gogh.
Working Girl Sigourney Weaver
makes this movie in her role as Katherine Parker, the woman you love to hate
- the type who talks about relationships as mergers and is brimming over
with too much false sincerity. Unfortunately, Sigourney was overlooked by
the Academy.

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland

772-975'
(no early show Mon-Thu)

March 10")) "Rosa's, Portsmouth, NH
March 17"18 " Moose Alley, Portland
D O N ' T G E T MADeeeGET U P S E T !

Beaches Bette Midler and Barbara
Hershey play lifelong friends. The
movie has its moments (about three of
them and they're not too memorable),
but it is one of those movies about a
loved one slowly dying. You get tired of
crying for a character you couldn't care
less about.
BeeUejuice Michael Keaton plays the
ghoul in this slasherlhorror flick spool.

Restaurant and Tavern

Another Woman
9 (through Mar 2)
Fa< NMh
9:10 (opens Mar 3)
Ttue Bell aver
1 :20. 4:20. 7. 915 (th rough Mar 2)
1 :40, 4:10, 7 (Irom Mar 3)

Dangerous LI.lsons
1 :25, 4:10. 7:05, 9:35 (through Mar 2)
1 :25.4:20,7:05,9:35 (Irom Mar 2)
Mississippi Burning
1:35.4:05.7:20.9:45
Rain Man

1 :20, 4, 6:50. 9:30
Bill • Tech ExceUent Adventure
1 :50, 4:30,7:1 5,9:20
No 9:20 show Fri-Sat

Chanc.,,"e
Sneak preview
FrI·Sat al9

The Movies

JL:~~-

10 Exchange, Portland

772-9600

a ••U_Julce
Mar ' -4

Wed-Sat 7, 9
The Unbearable Llghtneaa ot aelng
Mar 4-7
Sal mal at 2:45

BROI-<E
mEN
Fri and Sat Mar. lOon

Sun at1. 5. B:15
Man-rue al 7
Vincent
MarB-12
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sat-Sun at 1

Sun al9

Cinema City
Bill & Ted'. Excellent Adventure
Two high school students discover a
time machine and use it to meet such
great minds as Socrates, Freud, and
Abraham Lincoln . The movie sounds interesting but according to those who
have sat through it, it's not.

Wes,brook Plaza

854-9116
Movl85 are not scheduted at press lime;
call ahead to confirm tImes
R ..n .....

7,9:15
Who.. H-r Cl'umb7
7:15, 9:15, weekend mals at 1 :15,3:15

_

...t.".,.
7,9

_.dGun
7,9. weekend mat at 1. 3
TN_BIII'e
&xcellent Advent...
7,9, weekend mats Bt1, 3

L.nd . .'_Tl ....
weekend mals at 1, 3

OIIY.r " Co.

weekend mats at " 3

Evening Star

Tontine Mall.Brunswick
729-5486
D.....eroua UaI.on.
call Jar times

Bowdoin College

_.Ito...,

LUNCHEON

Brunswick

SPECIALS

Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPY HOUR

4-7 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port

84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774"3550

Mar '8.3:30 pm

The Burbs This new flick stars .favorite Tom Hanks (also an Academy
favorite for Best Actor for his role in
"Big"). Unfortunately, it has nothing to
recommend it - no humor, no suspense
- except one small scene in which
Hank's character is looking for some
sympathy .

SmHh AudHorium
Web ..... uD., FrelschOtz"
Geman opera on film series
Mar 8. 7:30 pm
Smtth Audnorlum

Portland Museum of Art
Auslralian Film Festival

Picnic .t H.nlling Rock
Mar 2, 7 pm
New.front
Mar 9. 7 pm
TICkets are $3.50

USM

Prlnc. Y.ng Kwel Fel
Mar 5, 7pm
Luth ... Bonnlll' Audifoium. Portland
TICkets ara $2

•••

Dangerous

Liaisons

Director

Stephen Frears has brought moviemaking back into the realm 01 art.
Frears builds upon the novel 01 Laclos
(actually, a collecfion of letters) and the
stage/screenplay by Christopher
Hampton to accomplish what neither
had accomplished - an overwhelming
feeling of intimacy wifh the story and its
characters. Glenn Close is marvetous
as the cold, calculating and painfully-inlove Marquise. Malkovifch is seductive
beyond words . If art isn't your fancy,
the story is about decadence. sex, revenge and somewhere, hidden beneath
it all, love . • recommends this one
again and again and again ...
Far North Sam Shepard lans had assumed they would have to wait until this
one came out on videocassette to see
it. Shepard directs Charles Durning and
Jessica Lange as a father and daughter of the Midwest.
The Fly II If David Cronenberg's remake of "The Fly' got you wondering
whose beloved might be turning into an
insect next, ponder no longer. In part
two the fly turns back into a man.
Gleaming The Cube This movie.
about a misunderstood skatepunk's involvement in the investigation of a
brother's murder. "Gleaming the cube:
I gather. is a skateboarder term.
Lean on Me A principal takes over an
inner city high school and makes a difference.
Missl••lppl Burning is based on the
FBI investigation of the deaths of three
civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi in 1964. The movie is directed by
Alan Parker ("Midnight E~press') and
stars Ge"" Hackman and Willem Dafoe.
.recommends, even though the movie
is not, unlortunately, all it was hyped up
to be. The plot and suspense hinge on
the differences of character between
the two FBI investigators, Hackman, a
ex-Mississippi sheriff, and Dafoe, a
Northern liberal. Unfortunately, their
differences are made evident by artificial means. The violence of the racial
tension is detached and not intentionally so.

R81n Man Dustin Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt. who
has inherited his father's estate. Tom
Cruise plays his brother who has just
discovered his brother's existence and
has his eye on the inheritance.
Unfortunately, Cruise's perlormance is
just good enough; he is diminutive in
the presence of Hoffman. But what is
done is done, and erecommends you
see Hoffman's perlormance (everyone
has something to say about it). but be
warned - that is all you are going to

Thursday.
Shirley Lewis & The Move,. (rock)
Mikie D's, 646 Forest Ave, Portland. 7720005.
Steve SmIth & The Nakeds (rock) at
T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Carol & The Charmers (rock) at Moose
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Gus and Bad Credit (rock) Geno's, t3
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Agitpop and Chicken Scratch (new
music) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.

Friday.

Blue. Jam Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
LevI .lame. & Friends (blues) Gene's,
13 Brown, Portland. 76t-2506.
Reggae Jam Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Block and Bagel. Concert Portland
Museum of Art at 11 am with the Block
Chamber Ensemble. Program in dudes
"Five Easy Dances" by Denes Agay, "St.
Anthony Chorale" by Haydn, "Braintree
Quintet" by Gwenyth Walker and "Three
Sea Shanties" by Malcolm Arnold. Tickets are $3 at the doorformembers. $5 lor
non-members. For more inlormation, call
775-<;148.
Scarborough High School B8nd &
Chorus Concert 2:30 pm at the High
School. Donations accepted.
Music With a Latin Be8t The Portland
Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Toshiyuki Shimada perlorm at Portland
City Hall Auditorium at 3 pm. Tickets are
$9-$23 . For more information. call 7738191 .
B8te. Early Music Group Program of
vocal music, including 16th century madrigals and a mass by Spanish composer
Tomas Victoria at 6 pm at Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston. Free and
open to the public. For more information,
call 786-<;330.

The White Wall. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Steve Howell and the Wolve. (rock)
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
NRBQ and Men In Volts (rock) Tree
Cafe. 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
The Inspectors (rock) The Brunswick,
34 W. Grand Ave, Old Orchard Beach. N8Uon81 People's Gang Tree Cafe, 45
934-2209.
Danforth, Pordand. 774-1441.
Curtew (rock) Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Boss Co. (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
Elements through Saturday (rock) John
Broken Men (rock) Dry Dock, 84 ComMartin's Manor, 700 Main St..'S. Portland.
mercial, Portland. 774-3550.
775-5642.
Tha Two S8ints and Thee T8lismen
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 7612506.
Don C8mpbe" (acoustic) 5-7 pm at John The Boyz (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd,
Martin's Manor, 700 Main St.. S. Portland.
Portland. 773-6040.
775-5642.
.
Tree Hou.e (rock) Marble Bar, 51 York,
John Meli.si (iazz) Blue Moon. 425 Fore,
Portland. 773-5516.
Portfand. 775-5657.
In Transition Gazz-rock) Tree Cake, 45 _
Maste,. of the Folk Violin 8 pm at the
Danforth , Portland. 774-1441 .
First Parish Church, 425 Congress, Port- Willi8m Bolcorn and J08n Morris
land. Tickets are $10 and are available at
perlorm American songs and piano rags
Amadeus Music and Gallery Music or by
7:30 pm at Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin
phone, 774-0465.
College, Brunswick. Tickets are $7.
B8te. College Ch8pel Singers Con"
cart 8 pm at Holy Cross Church. Libson
St., Lewiston. Pr"llram will leature Bach's
Motet No.6, .muslc from the En~lish ren - Zootz 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house
aissance, Br,tten's cantata "Rejoice the
music and new music. Fri, progressive
Lamb" and other cathedral compositions
dance mix, 18 & over. Sat, latest dance
of the early 20th century. The concert is
music. 21 & over. Sun, request night;
free and open to the public.
Wed, new wave - all ages. 773-8187.
The Exchange Club 33 Exchange, Portland. Open Wed-Sun. Open until 3:30 am
Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
Spring Point Cafe t 75 Picket. S. Portland. Dancing Friday nights with D.J. Gerry
Huntley.
~

Monday.

Tuesday.

Wednesday.

#
T win. It looks as if Arnold
Schwarzenegger has met his match
with Danny DeVito. The plot here centers on a pair of twins reunion and the
search for their mother. But who needs
plot? The comedy is so well choreographed - DeVito and Schwarzenegger gesture in unison - that if the plot
drags, just seeing DeVito and
Schwarzenegger in the same picture is
enough to make even the most sour
puss laugh .• recommends ...

•

•

I

ISLAND
DANCE
DANCE

AROUND

TOWN

Sam Costa
& Dancers
Athletic physiazlity and daring partnering

March 2,3,4
ThurSday, Friday, Saturday at 8 pm
Chapel Hall, State Street Church
159 State Street, Portland
Tickets: 773-2562
Sponaored by the Dance/Design Team: TFH Architects, Land Use
Consultants, Structural Engineering. and Bennett Engineering

Sunday.

see.
Sug8rbaby W,;tnderful movie about a
plain and lonely woman's pursuit and
capture of a pretty young man. The
movie is very German, and therefore
not too uplifting. It stars Marianne
Sagebrecht. who recently came to
American audiences in "Baghdad
Torch.ong Trilogy Harvey Fierstein
wrote the screenplay based on his play.
The movie includes an all-star cast:
Anne Bancrolt, Matthew Broderick,
Harvey Fierstein and Brian Kerwin.
True Believer James Woods plays an
eX-hippie civil rights lawyer turned apathetic drug-dealer defender, defending a murderer, who he would like to
believe is innocent. Woods
performance is compelling. His
character doesn·t easily submit to hope
and passion, but struggles every step
01 the way. An admirable perlormance
by Robert Downey Jr. as a young,
upper-middle-class liberal lawyer who
works with Wood's character.

•

RAM

Saturday.
The White W811s (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Steve Howell and the Wolves (rock)
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
The Inspeclors (rock) The Brunswick,
34 W. Grand Ave, Old Orchard Beach.
934-2209.
Victor Hansen Band (rock) Marble Bar,
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Bo.s Co. (rock) Horsefeathers, t93
Middle, Portfand. 773-350 1.
Broken Men (rock) Dry Dock. 64 Commercia). Portland. 774-3550.
Ghandi'. Lunchbox and Ivory Tower
(rock) Geno's, t3 Brown, Pordand. 7612506.
Mikilt8 (African and Brazilian) Tree Cale,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-t441.
John Meliasl Gazz) at the Blue Moon,
425 Fore, Portland. 775-5657.
Tha New World String QU8rtet 6 pm
at Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham .
Tickets are $10 lor the public, $B for
students and seniors. For more information. call 780-5555.
Mu.lc With 8 L8lin Beat The Portland
Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Toshiyuki Shimada perlorm at Portland
City Hall Auditorium at 8:30 pm. Tickets
are $9-$23. For more inlormation, call
773-8191.

,

~FUJITAPE

PRES

lO·Piece African Ensemble'

THE BLUES JAM
Musicians: ,Join our Rhythm
Section; bring your instruments
and plug into our amps. Fried
chicken on the house. Draft & Drink
specials for music industry employees.

NATIONAL
PEOPLE'S GANG
REGGAE!

CARLSON~"

&TURNER

. ..-..-........-........ .. .....-

'l

dancing.

~ORE •••

u
5

COMING:----SAT.S.I2· TIUPSHAKESPEARE
TUE. 3.15· GREGORY ISAACS
W'ED. 3.16· THECHA.\IBERS BROTHERS (tmtative)
FRI. 3.18· 0 POSITIVE

45 Danforth Street, Portland

E
D

B
0
0
K

5

'l

BOOKSTORE
- -

MAINE'S
'l
R
PREMIER
A
BOOKSTORE R

•

E

NOW OPEN

B
0
0

50,000 books in
stock & always
buying more.

SUN. 12-5
TUE_-SAT. 10-5
773-4200
241 CONGRESS STREET

K

5

'l
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GUS and BAD CREDIT
'#;!!tf.\"

THE TWO SAINTS
Record Releases Party
with very special guest THEE

4iiiiJ

TALISMAN

i"f.\',-

Gandhi's Lunchbox from NH
with IVORY TOWER and JOSHUA RUSSELL

L<3<3K FOR:

LEVI JAMES & FRIENDS
"Beyond the Blues"
THE NEIGHBORHOODS from Boston
with THE BROOD and TNB - 3/11

The Point
Of It
. . new and professional
Ii! organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

m

-

laying ...R & B, Motown,
. . . Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.

upcoming.
Toots & the Maytals Mar 9 at the Tree
Cafe. 45 Danforth. Portland. 774-1441
Buddy Guy & .Junior Wells Mar 9 at
Raoul's. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 7736886.
Leon Redbo... Mar 11 at Raoul·s. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Christopher Parkaning Classical
guitarist Mar 11. 8 pm at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. 772-8630.
.Joe Ely Mar 18 at Raoul·s. 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
First Annual Maine's Best Guital'"
ist Competition will be held at T-Birds
on Apr 18. Registration forms for tape
submission to the judging committee and
tickets are available at Daddy's in Pine
Tree Plaza. Brighton Ave. Portland; WBLM
in One City Center. Portland; Face Magazine. 10 Beech Sr.. Portland; and T-Birds.
Marginal Way. Portland. Registration
deadline is Mar 3 t .

Fine Original Handpainted
Needlepoint Canvas'
Counted Cross Stitch
Crewel • Basketry
Expert Finishing
Custom Designing. Gifts
Handwork Accessories

Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

Call: 774-4349
or 767-0873
March 17-18
Horsefeathers • Portland
March 24-25
Port Gardens· Kennebunkport
FULL SIZE
LUXURY El\'TERTAINMENT

A Fine Needlework Shop
3 Wharf St., Portland
774-8952

RAOUL'S PATRON PROFILE
OCCUPATION
Raoul's: Merchant seamen, Porsche mechanics,
ski instructors, artists, musicians.
Brass & Brick Joints: Car salesmen, Tupperware party
hosts, Undercover party hostesses.
HOBBIES
Raoul's: Sail boarding, sea kayaking, telemark skiing,
drag racing, world travelling.
BI'ass & Brick Joints: Phone sex/ romance hotlines,
watching home movies, collecting stamps.
FAVORITE ACTOR/ACTRESS
Raoul's: Mel Gibson, Bill Murray, Sigourney Weaver,
Barbara Hershey.
Brass & Brick Joints: Bill Cosby, John Ritter,
Mary Tyler Moore,Joan Collins.
FAVORITE FANTASY
Raoul's: Winning the Indy 500, winning the Olympic
downhill, headlining at Raoul's.
Brass & Brick Joints: Lifetime membership to a video
store, being locked in the Maine Mall.

NOTICE THE DIFFERENCE?
UPCOMING SHOWS
March 3-4 - Steve Howell and the Wolves
March 9 - Buddy Guy & Junior Wells
March 10- Nighthawks
March 11 - Leon Redbone
March 17 - Wicked Good Bond
March 18 - Joe Ely
Every Sunday - Reggae Jam, 7 p.m-??? .

Don't Forget - Ping-Pong Tournament Mon & Tues nights

Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

Audilions for the Studio Theatre of Bath's
production of "On Golden Pond" will be
held Mar 8-9 at 7:30 pm at The Center for
The Arts. 804 Washington. Bath. Performance dates are set for the last weekend of April and the first weekend of May.
For more information. call 442-8455.
Planetarium Shows Southworth Planerarium. 96 Falmouth Sr.. Portland (USM
campus). Astonomy shows : Wednesday.
Friday and Sunday at 7:30 . Laser and
music shows : Son of a Well-Tempered
Laser (classical) on Saturday at 6:30 pm;
Top 40 on Saturday at 7:30 pm; The Dark
Side of The Moon (Pink Floyd) Friday and
Saturday at 8:30 pm. AdmiSSion is $3 for
adults. $2 for seniors and children . For
more information. call 780-4249,

Tilbury Town An Original adaptation of
Maine poet Edward Arlington Robinson's
poetry through Mar 5 at The Theater
Project. 14 School Sr. . Brunswick.
Showtime is Thu-Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 2
pm. Tickets are $8 on Fri -Sat. $6 on Thu
and Sun. For reservations. call 729-8584.
Irving Berlin's ''Call Ma Madam"
Mar 3-5 Fri-Satat8 pm. Sun at3 pm. The
Center for the Arts. 804 Washington . Bath.
Tickets are $101$8. For more information.
call 442-8455.
The Shawl and 'Dentity Crisis. two
one-act plays by David Mamet and Christopher Durang respectively. are bei"ll
performed through Mar 5 at 7 pm lmatinee Mar 5 at 2 pm) at the Tree Ca e. 45
Danforth. Portland. Tickets are $6 ($1
from each ticket will benefit the Preble
Street Resource Center). For reservations. call 773-1782.
Sam Costa & Dancers Mar 2-4. 8 pm
at Chapel Hall. State Street Church. 159
State. Portland. Tic~ets are $10.50. For
ticket information. call 773-2562.
Aeschylus' "Prometheus Bound" An
updated version of Aeschylus' play set in
1977 South Africa will be performed Mar
2-4 . 8pm and Mar5at2pm in the Gannett
Theater. Bates College. Lewiston. Admission is $41$2 with proceeds to benefit
Amnesty International. For advance reservations. call 786-6161.
Othello Actor-director Ted Lange will
screen his new film of Shakepeare's
"Othello" Mar 2. 7 pm in Olin Arts Center.
Bates College. Lewiston. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
786 -6330.
Ramon de los Reyes Spanish Dance
Theatre will perform Gypsy and Spanish folk dance. and "Caudro Flamenco"
Mar 3.8:15 pm Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall. Bates College. Lewiston. Tickets $8.
$5 for students and seniors. For more inlormation. call 786-6135.
An Evening of Mime, Dance, Story"
telling and Comedy with Montanaro
& Hurt and Reitter & Saccone Mar 2.7 pm
at Ludke Auditorium. Westbrook College.
Portland. The program is free and open to
the public.
Inside Out by Will Holtzman presented
by Portland Stage Company Mar 9-26.
Performances are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm.
Fri at8 pm. Satat5and9 pm. Sun at2pm .
Tickets are $8-$19. For ticket information. call 774-0465.
The Wager b~ Mark Medoff performed
by the Russell Square Players Mar 10-11.
15-18 at 8 pm and Mar 12 and 19 at 5 pm
at Russell Hall. USM Gorham . Tickets are
$6 public. $5 seniors and $3 students. For
more information. call 780-5483.
Noises OHby Michael Frayn Mar 10-12.
17-19 at Schaeffer Theater. Bates College. Lewiston . Performances are Fri-Sat
at 8 pm. Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $4. For
advance reservattons. call 786-6161 .
Gershwin's ''Of Theel Sing!" Mar 1OIl at Pickard Theater. Bowdoin College
Brunswick. Tickets are $7.50. For more
information. call 725-3151.
Love and Marriage, Thanks to
Broadway Mar 10-11 . 17-18. 24-25 and
Mar 31-Apr 1 at the Thomas Inn and
Playhouse. Old Rt. 302. S. Cascol Dinner
at 7 pm; show begins at 8:30. Price for
dinner and show is $27 per person. For
more information. call 655-3292.

Gallery 127127 Middle. Portland. Works
by Diana Arcadipone and Richard Hutchins Mar 100Apr 1. Opening reception Mar
10. 5-8 pm. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm.
Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-3317.
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Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat.
10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on Thursday evenings.5-9. Current exhibits: Maine Vanes.
an exhibition of 25 weather vanes from
the collection of Ida and Kenneth Manko
of Wells (through Apr 2); Perspectives:
Works by contemporary Maine artists. an
exhibit of paintings by MarkWethli (through
Mar 12); Contemporary Australian Art:
Selections from the Loti and Victol Smorgan Collection (through Apr 30). 7756148.
BarrieloH Gallery 26 Free. Portland.
Works by Pat Hardy. Robert Soloraire.
Stuart Ross (Mar 3-31). Also at the gallery
a selection of 19th and early 20th century
American art. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5
pm. Sat 12 -4 pm. 772-5011.
Hitchcock Art Dealers602 Congress.
Portland. Works by Paul Plante through
Mar 5. Closing Reception: Mar 5. 1 :30-4
pm. Hours: Thu 5:30-9 pm and by appointment. 774-8919.
Portland Wine and Cheese 8 Forest
Ave. Portland. "Picking Up the Pieces:
ceramic artist Lynn Duryea's latest show
of hand made paper collages and painted
terra cotta wall pieces through Mar 31.
Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-6 pm. Sat 9 amoS
pm.
F"R" Vance Window Installallon see it day or night at Sherry's Tropical Art
Store. 6t 2 Congress. Portland. 761-0611.
Bayview Gallery 75 Market. Portland.
An exhibition of watercolors by area artists. Pamela Joanson and Carol Hayes .
depicting a variety of scenes from Maine
and New England Mar 2-Apr 1. Hours :
Tue-Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm. 773-3007.
Green Mountain CoHee 15 Temple.
Portland. Painting by Teresa Sullivan
through Mar 26. 773-4475.
The Artisans 334 Forest Ave. Portland.
Ned Morse Bright displays watercolor
landscapes from Chebeague Island in
the Bay Mar 8-24. Hours : Mon- Fri 9 am6 pm. Sat 9 am-3 pm. 772-5522.
Nancy Margolis Gallery 367 Fore.
Portland. "Imagination Runs Wild" The
Fourth Annual Wedding Band Exhibition
Mar II-Apr 30. 775-3822.
Stein Glass Gallery 20 Milk. Portland.
Newwork by Peter Andres and Bruce Pizzichillo Mar I-Apr 29. 772-9072.
Greenhut Galleries 146 Middle. Portland. Original artwork by Chris Neilson.
Frederick McDut!. Neil Welliver. Glenn
Renell. Jane Dahmen and others Mar 131. Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 am-S:30 pm .
772-2693.
The West Side Restaurant 58 Pine.
Portland. Paintings by Carol Foster
through Mar 5. Pastel drawings by Paul
Hollingsworth Mar 5-Apr 16. 773-8223.

Murder Mystery Weekend at the
Thomas Inn and Playhouse Mar 3-4. Joe
Thomas. director of the Portland Players.
is the writer of the murder mystery script
which will utilize several actors from the
Portland area. Cost for the weekend is
$195. including lodging and meals ($145
without lodging). For reservations. call
655-3292.
Old Port Fesllval is months away (June
11) but the Intown Portland Exchange is
currently accepting application for entertainers and food vendors. IPE is also
booking their Noontime Performance
Series (June 26-Sep 1). Applications may
be obtained by wnting Intown Portland
Exchange. 477 Congress Sr.. Portland
04 t 01. or calling 772-6828.
Portland Democratic Committee is
holding a Lasagna Dinner honoring Harlan Baker. a 100year veteran of the Portland delegation to the Maine State legislature on Mar 7. 9 pm at Franklin Towers.
Cumberland and Franklin Arterial . Port·
land. Business meeting following the
meeting. Tickets are $6.50 and $4.50.
For reservations. call 871-7232 or 8782752.
Fish Chowder Luncheon 11:30 am-I
pm at the South Freeport Church Vestry .
Luncheon is buffet style; $4 for all you can
eal Luncheons are being held Mar 10
and 24.
First Annual New England Regional Portland School of Art 619 Congress.
Barbecue Cooking Contest will be
Portland. Emily Nelligan: Maine Draw·
held May 26-28 at The Riverfront Park.
ings through Mar 15 at The Photo Gallery
NeWburyport. Mass. This will be an offi(Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9 :30 pm. Fri 8amcially sanctioned event of the Memphis
5 pm. Sun 11 am-4 pm); Selections of
World Championship Barbecue Contest.
Contemporary Art in All Media from Maine
There are SIX categories including the
Collections through Mar 5 at the Baxter
traditional whole hog and non-pork cateGallery (Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm (Thu
gories as well as a Showmanship award.
until 7 pm). Sun 11 am-4 pm) 775-3052.
Teams wishing to enter the contest should Bowdoin College Museum of Art.
contact: Jon "Boar" Bove, State O'Maine
Brunswick: Komar & Melamid through
Pig, .oinc .• POB 1118. Portland. 04104.
Mar 12; The Avant-Garde and the Text
through Mar 5; Liberta. Egalite. Fraternite : French Prints at the Time of the
Revolution through Mar 26. (Hours: TueFri 10 am-4 pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm and Sun
2-5 pm. 725-3275.)
University of Southern Maine Sculpture by Michilyn Wood at USM's Center
Gallery in Gorham through Mar 9. (Hours :
Sun-Thu 12-4 pm . 780-5009) ; A Timely
Encoun\er: 19th Century Photography of
Japan Mar 5-30 at the USM Art Gallery in
Gorham. Opening reception Mar 5. 1 pm.
(Hours: Sun-Too 12-4 pm. 780-5009)
Olin Arts Center. Bates Colle~ e. Lewiston. Fine Arts Faculty : New Visions. an
exhibition of paintings. frescoes and ceramics by artists Robert Feintuch . Paul
Heroux. Donald Lent and Joseph NICOletti (through Mar 31) ; Recent Work:
Mozambique and Beyond. an exhibition
of pastels and watercolors by Bulgarian
artist Stefan Kantardjiev. 786-6158 .
The .Joan Whitney Payson Gallery
of Art. Westbrook College. 716 Stevens
Ave . Portland. Kuniyoshi: Warriors.
Ghosts and Natural Wonders : Japanese
Prints by Utagawa Kuniyoshi from SpringWest End Gallery 34 Danforth. Portfield Museum of Art through Apr9. Hours:
land. Works by Portland artists Janice
Tue-Fri 10 am- 4 pm. Thu 10 am-9 pm.
Appel. Michael Porter. Steve Powers and
Sat 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Penelope Schenk. Opening reception Mar Portland Public Library Revolution in
2.5-8 pm . 775-7949.
Print: France: 1789 The exhibit. which
Open the Door to Creallvity An exhibit
commemorates the Bicentennial of the
of artwork by Thornton Academy stuFrench Revolution. addresses the quesdents and alumni through Mar 16 at the
tion. how do the print media affect the
York Institute Museum. Main Sr.. Saco.
news they report? The exhibit through
Opening reception Mar 2. 7-9 pm. For
Mar 25. For more information. call 773more information. call 282-3361 ext. 135.
4761 .
The Art Gallery at Six Deering Museum of Yannouth History Merrill
Street. Portland. An Exhibition ofwaterMemorial Library. Main St.. Yarmouth .
colors by Eliot O·Hara. Opening reception
"83 Years of Collecting : 1905-1988: a
Mar 3. 6-9 pm; open house Mar 4. 11 amsampling of the Yarmouth Historical
5 pm. The exhibit continues through Mar
Society and Merrill Memorial Library
25. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 amoS pm through
Collections through Mar 11. Hours : TueMar 11 ; thereafter by chance or appointSat 10 am-5 pm. 846-6259.
ment. 772-9605.
Dean Velentgas Gallery 60 Hampshire St. Portland . New paintings by Mary
Hart Mar 4-Apr 2. Opening reception Mar
4.5-8 pm. Hours : Thu 5-9 pm. Sat-Sun 1- Attorney General's Office Gallery
5 pm. and by appointment. 772-2042.
Space sixth floor of the State Office
Hitchcock Art Dealers 602 Congress.
Building. Augusta. Tapestries by Mary
Portland. Works by Paul Plante through
Lane of Brewer and Iino cuts by Holly
Mar 5. Closing Reception Mar 5. 1:30-4
BerryofWaldoboro are on display through
pm. Hours: Thu 5:30-9 pm and by apMar 31 . For more information. call 289pointment. 774-8919.
2724.
Friends A show of new paintings by Sherry
Miller on the walls at the Portland Performing Art Center throughout performances of "Inside Out." Opening reception
Mar 10.5-7 pm. The gallery will be open
to the public Mar 10. 16 and 23. 7731043.
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ATHLETIC DANCE

Safll Costa gets physical
It was the first day of winter the Ram Island Dance Com- do hand impressions of all sort
vacation week and kids were pany (1980-85), and Ram Is- of cows, including the inverted
rushing to the Reiche School land dancers. Originally con- cow.
playground. I watched as one ceived and written as a quarThe dance itself is a duet
boy leapt up one side of the tet, Costa says that every time between Costa and Whale and
school lot fence, careened over it was to be performed some- follows the changes and evoluthe top and flipped himself one was hurt so it has become a tions of a relationship, includaround just in time to land on trio.
ing both the not-so-pleasant
his feet and keep running. It
The trio of Costa, Beaven moments and the intimate
was a plucky, adventuresome, and Whale progress from iso- moments. The relationship
memorable scene.
lation and accidental bumping unfolds to two piano pieces by
Watching some dance to a peacefulness, a together- Chalmieres, -the fir.s t acoustic,
forms, particularly ballet, 1can ness. Chalmieres' guitar and the second syntheSized.
lose sense of the physical diffi- percussion music mirrors the
The final piece, "SoftSell,"
culty involved because the dancers progreSSion from dis- is Costa's newest creation. It
movement is so conwas inspired by an
trolled and delicate.
article
he read on
Choreographer
ad
man who
the
and dancer Sam
sold
us,
among
Costa goes the playother
products,
ground fence route,
Ronald Reagan in
presenting move1984. Thisfive-secment raw enough
tioned
dance piece
that you can see the
plays
with
the idea
strength and the
of the soft sell, or
grace, thedaring and
emotionall y-basthe fun.
ed ad vert iSing. All
As part of Ram
five
dancers
Island
Dance's
weave
through
the
"Dance Around
sections
to
tunes
Town" performance
crooned by Mariseries, Sam Costa
lyn Monroe, Tom
and Dancers will be
Waits,
Mel Torme
performing March 2
and
others.
It
through 4at the State
draws
on
televiStreet Church's
sion listings, last
Chapel Hall. Joining
fall's presidential
Costa are former
election, aerobics
Ram Island dancers
and
movie postBetsy Egan Beaven,
ers.
Costa
likens
Sara Whale and
the
piece
to wa tchLarry Lee Van
ing
ads
on
televiHorne as well as
sion
with
the
Christine Philion
sound
off:
"You
who is new on the
know they're sellPortland
dance
ing
something but
scene.
Sam Costa pelJorms at the State Sh'eet Cburcb.
you
don't know
The dance conwhat
it is."
cert is made up of five pieces cord to harmony.
The
first
time
Costa saw
by Costa, two of which are
Costa affectionately refers modern dance was in college
premieres. Two more are to "Working" as "an ode to the
when he, as a football player,
making their Portland debuts. blue collar worker." Set to a
danced in a piece that was
Three of the pieces are set to Thelonius Monk piece, the
music by modern composer movement is "intricate and showing that various moveHarryChalmieres which marks somewhat dangerous... a lot ment forms are related. This
an on-going collaboration be- like manual labor." Philion is dance debut sidetracked Costa
from his law school plans. Now,
tween Costa and Chalmieres. the first woman to dance in this
after
15 years of dancing and
The concert opens with a piece. Explains Costa, "1 didn't
solo piece by Costa called want it to be stereotyped a choreographing, Costa hasn't
strayed from his dance origins.
"Remembrance." Danced to a men's piece."
His work is physical and athguitar and violin composition
"Inverted Cow" is certainly letic and has a lot of contact
by Chalmieres, it is a dance of the most verbally intriguing of
between the dancers. Watchta king out a certain, special the five pieces. The creative
ingSamCostaanddancersmay
memory, reliving parts oEit and process for this One didn't begin
be just the thing to reawaken
then putting it away until the for Costa while visiting a vet- your winter body.
next time.
erinary clinic but while watch"Retreads" has nothing to ing figure skaters' hands dur- Kelly Nelson and her sister once made
do with tires. Rather it is a ing the Winter Olympics. This up a dance routine they called Turkey
reunion between Costa, for- reminded .Costa of a high Lurkey.
merly the artistic director of school classmate who used to
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THE RED UGHT REVUE

~
featuring

King Cadillac &
The Eldorado Horns
We'll be back at Raoul's in June... Every
Wednesday Night Now booking Spring
and Summer Weddings and private parties.
March 3-Hpwich, Mm.
March 10' E.i~eMnlHse,Jacksoo, NH
Mmh 11 • Dem Chamber of Commerce, NH
March 17-18 EI Mirador Res~ PIl!I.nd
I

CALL 883-2802

"FRIENDS"
New Paintings by Sherry Miller
at the
Performing Arts Center
25-27 Forest Avenue
March 7-26
in conjuction with
Holtzman's play "Inside Out"

Reception for the artist
Friday, March 10
5-6:45 p.m.

'ORE •••

"The Cameroonians"
oil pastel 35" x 35"

i:
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Casco Bay Weakly

OFF~

WALL

GALLERIES
Annette and
Rob Elowitch*
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-50 11
'Maine license #00795

MARY HART
NEW PAINTINGS

March 4 - April 2, 1989
Opening Reception:
Saturday
March 4,5-8 PM

Art in America, It's Past and Where
It's Heading A panel discussion moderated by Judy Sobel with William Da~ld
Barry Carlo Pittore , John Hultberg, Chnstopher Crosman, John Laurent, Mark
Wethli Gina Werfel and Enc Green Mar
2, 7:30 pm at Gallery. 127, 127 Middle,
Portland. Limited sealing: admiSSion $3.
For more information, call 773-3317.
The Painted Boccaccio: A Floren·
tine Panel with Scenes from the
Ninlale Fiesolano Gallery talks ,given
Mar 8 at 1 pm and Mar 12 at3 pm In the
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College ,
Brunswick. For more Information, call
725-3275.
Photographer Chris Enos speaks
about her work oltering insight into the
absurd and often inhuman modern life
her work represents Mar 9, 4 pm In Hast- .
ing Lounge, USM Gorham . Free and open
to the public. For more InformaMn, call
780-5460.
.
Australian Art 01 the '80s Australian
art critic Paul Taylor gives a slide fecture
on contemporary Australian artists Mar9,
7:30 pm at the Portland Museum of Art,
Seven Congress Square. The lecture IS
free and open to the public. For more
information , call 775-6148.
Myth Ritual and Transformation:
Jackson Pollock and Native
Amarican Art Jack Rushing, University of Maine-Orono speaks Mar 9, 7:30
pm in Beam Cfassroom, Vls~al Art Center, Bowdoin College, BrunSWick. Formore
information , call 725-3151.
Art From All Directions A workshop
for children ages 8-12 in conjunction With
the "Maine Vanes" exhibit at .the Portland
Museum of Art. Two sessions Will be
offered: 10:30 am-12 :30 pm and 1:303:30 pm. Cost is $6 for members, $8 for
non-members. To register, call the
museum's education department at 7756148.
Paper Making: It. History and Con·
temporary U.a. Georglanne Kuhf,
experienced papermaker and artist, demonstrates the art of papermaking Mar 11,
1 pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Cenler, Bowdoin College, BrunSWick. For
more information, call 725-3151.
Sound Poetry Workshop Seven weeks
in Mar and Apr: breath, sound, words,
rhythm and tone, multi-voic~ pieces. For
information, call Anne Whitten, sound/
performance poet, at 766-5568.
Special Projact in. Arts Education
Application deadline IS Mar 31 . Collaborations Between Schools and Cultural Institutions: public and private schools (K12) may receive matching funds towards
projects with symphOnies, museums, libraries, dance or theater companies With
non-prolil status. Applicants may request
up to $2 ,500. Professional Development
for Teachers: grants up to $2,000 for
teachers to increase their knowledge
about or through the arts with conferences seminars, workshops, and longlerm summer institutes sponsored by nonprofit organizations. For more. information, write Maine Arts Comml~slon, State
House Station #25, 55 Capitol SI. , Augusta 04333 or call 289-2724.
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O PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 10-10
V'ldeo Rental a Compact Discs • Audio Tapes a N"Int en d 0
We now have more Nintendo Action Sets!

Islamic Languagas and Lit.rature
A lecture given by Wolthart Helnnchs of
Harvard Mar2, 11 am in Rm . 305, Masterton Hall USM Portland . Free and open to
the publ'ic. For more information, call 7804532.
d U I
William Ellery Channing an
n•
tarlanl.m Lecture given as part .of the
'Explorations in New England Spmtuality" series being offered by The General
Theological Center of Maine Mar 2, 7.30
pm at the State Street Church, 159 State,
Portland. Cost is $5. For more Information, call 847-2214.
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'liuesdays: 2 for 1 on movie rentals

information, call 773-4761.
Sociological, Polltlc.1 and Eco-
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SPECIAL SENIOR CITIZEN PRICING

"Ma.·or League Fun"

24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096 (207) 846-471 1

v.
,armouth

Marketplace

of history at Bates, Mar 2, 7 pm In Chase
Hall Loul1j;le, Bates Conege. Lewiston.
For more Information, call 786-6330.

Taaching About Forests Forests will
be featured in a series of three workshops
offered by the Maine Audubon Society for
teachers of grades 4-12. The w?rk~hops
will explore forest ecology, Maine s forests , and selected global concerns about
forests . The workshops are oltered on
three Saturdays - Mar 4, Apr 1 and 29,
8 :30 am-4 pm - at Gilsland Farm , Falmouth . Cost is $65 ~r seSSion, $180 for
all three. For more InformatIOn, call 7812330 .
.
h
rt
Union Maids A film being s ,?wn as pa "
of the "Celebrating Women s History
series at USM Mar 6, 12:30 pm In 510
Luther Bonney, USM Portland. For more
information, call 780-4289.
Susan Claspell: Revolutionary Play.
wright A lecture given by Yvonne Shaf~r
as part of the "Celebrating Women. s
History' series at USM Mar 6, 4 pm In
Campus Center B, USM Portland. For
more information , call 780-4289.
Women 1o, America, Women for
the World An Academy Award-Winning
documentary about women 's peaceful
solutions for survival of the arms rems
race will be shown Mar 6,7 pm at the Frye
Street Union. Bates Colleg.e. LeWiston .
Free and open to the publiC. For more
information , call 786-6330.
•
Pop Cultu,e in the USS~ WIth an
emphasis on Pop MUSIC Rlcha,rd
Stites will playa range of popular Soviet
music during a lecture given Mar 6, 4:30
pm in Luther Bonney AuditOrium ,. USM
Portland, Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 780-4440.
Russian Women Writers: Why You
Haven't Heard 01 Them A lecture
given by Charlotte Rosenthal as part. of
the "Celebrating Women's History" series
at USM Mar 7, lOam in 310 Luther
Bonney, USM Portland. For more Information, call 780-4289.
.
Woman In Geology A lecture given by
Nancy Zolidis as part of the "Celebrating
Women's History" senes at USM Mar 7.
11 am in 313 Bailey Hall, USM Gorham.
For more information, call 780-4289:
Women In Leadership A lecture given
by Patricia Plante as part of the "Celebrating Women's History" series at USM Mar
7 4 pm in 510 Campus Center B, USM
Portland. For more information, call
780-4289.
The Construction of Homosexual·
Ity in America A lecture given by Donna
Penn as part of the "Celebrating Women's
History" series at USM Mar 8,4 pm In 306
Payson Smith Hall, USM Portland. For
more information, call 780-4289.
Circumstance and Humor Part of the
"Architalx' lecture series Mar 8, 6:30 pm
at the Portland School of Art, 619 Congress. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 775-3052.
.
Books for Lunch Portfand Public
library's winter book diSCUSSion senes
continues with "Wieland" Mar 8, 12 noon
in the Rines Meeting Room at the library.
For more information, call 773-476-1 .
The Militarization of Women in Sri
Lanka Anita Nesiah. Peace Fellow at
Radcliffe College's BuntinQ Insbtute
speaks Mar 8, 8 pm in Pettigrew Hall.
Bates College, LeWiston: Free and open
to the public. For more Information, call
786-6330.
. .
Home Equity Landing A mlnH::ourse
offered by the American Institute of Banking Mar 8 and 15, 6-9 pm on the USM
Portland Campus . Topics to be discussed
include product features and benefits,
underwriting, pricing , '!larketlng home
equity loans and compliance. For more
information, contact the AlB at 772-7842.
Ralph Waldo Emerson: Transcendentalism as a Religious Move·
ment Lecture given as part of.the ~ E~plo
rations in New England Spirituality ' series being offered by The General Theological Center of Maine Mar 9, 7:30 pm at
the State Street Church, 159.8tate, Portland. Cost is $5. For more Information,
call 847-2214.
The Differenca Betwaen the Sexes
Dr. John Broida, USM ASSistant Professor of Psychology, Will speak Immediately
following the Singles' brunch Mar 12, 10
am at the Jewish Community Center, 57
Ashmont, Portland. Reservations are
required br Mar 8; call Pam at 772-1.959.
EF Globa Village, a new Interna,bonal
youth education program, is coming. to
Portland. Anyone interested In hosllng
foreign high school students for four weeks
in July and/or August .'~ welcome. Hosts
receive room/board stipend and travel
benefits . Retirees, single parents . families - anyone in\erested in broadening
international awareness and global peace
is welcome. Contact: EF Global Village,
PO Box 5157 Sta. A, Portland, 0410-1.
772-1079.
The Sovlat SI.ta, Cll~ Commltt_
of Greate, Portland IS organizing a
trip to Greater Portland's Sister City Archangel. Participation is open to. all resIdents of Greater Portland. The.trlp Will g.o
to Archangel, Moscow and Leningrad thiS
coming June. Contact Fred Richardson
772-7161 or Neale Duffett 797-9034 for
further information.
H.O"P.E. (H.allng of p~,.on. Ex·
captional) offers a statewide system of
supportive groups for people who are
faced with a life-threatening disease.
H.O.P .E. focuses on the power of f<!ve
and creative potential of the human mind
to bring about healing . Groups meet
weekly in Portland as follows: Mercy
Hospital, Tuesdays, 2-4 pm In the l,Ipper
or Lower Auditorium; 5:30-7:30 pm .'n the
Executive Conference Room; and ,n the
office of Nancy Abel, 222 SI. John SI.:
Thursdays, 10 am-12 noon. Newcomers
orientation meebnQs are held every other
Saturday at lOam In the office of Kenneth
G. Hamilton, 17WinterSI., Norway.lnterested peop-Ie are asked to call the office
by Friday If they plan to attend. For more
informabon about any program, call
H.O.P.E. at 743-9295.
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You Ilaven't heen to POl'tlaml's lIewest gaUel'Y?
rome see \\'Ilat you~I'e missing!
Janice Appel
Portland, Maine

Penelope
Schenk

Michael Porter

Portland, Maine

Portland, Maine

Steve Po,vers

GALLERY DIRECTOR
Johnna

Portland, Maine

Dehlinger

34 DANFOUTII ST.

GIUSEPPE ROMEO, ET AL

PO UTLAN D

A pick-up frofil Down Under
"People are more interested 1 made a few sculptures and
in art than ever before_ It's a drawings, then smashed them saying "Oh yes, this is how it
Handcrafted
could be ma'am. Full of life
worldwide trend ... There are all-up and left.
and
fun
and
exuberance."
I'll
more art courses, more collecwedding bands &
"Back in Australia 1 got
tors, more people going to mu- involved in this show (which tell you what 1 liked, but this is
engagement rings
seums and more people un- began three years ago). In my a show in which everyone can
derstanding the significance of early days 1 was not interested have a different favorite.
from
My own taste tends toward
art in life."
in making anything great but 1 the painterly, so I liked CzechAmerica's
That's what Australian art- started to be in group shows
ist Giuseppe Romeo said at the and actually exhibit and sell. born Paul Bratos' "Oval Paintfinest jewelers
opening of the Australian art I'm 30 now and 1 support ing," 1985. It's a large painting
with
an
oval
painting
within
exhibition at the Portland myself only from my work.
the rectangle made by the frame
Museum of Art. Romeo (proHe didn't feel there was and it's all painted with beautinounced Ro-ma-yo) is visiting anything "national" or "re- ful colors.
the Museum and various gional" about Australian art.
Then I liked Jenny Watson's
schools and colleges in Maine "We're seeing the breakdown
"Self
Portrait on Kings Road"
as part of the programs relat- of cultures worldwide and
because
it was strong, colorful,
ing to the exhibition on display these art shows reflect that."
plain
and
primitive. Jenny
through April 30.
The fact is that the exhibi- Watson's huge painting "The
hanh-afters gallery
Well,Romeoreallysounded tion of 37 huge paintings from
Crimean
Wars:
the
Bar
at
the
like this; "Peeple ahr mawr in- Australia are art - world art
44 Exchange Street,
trsted in ah~t than ever be- and not Australian art. Last Crystal Ballroom" was wonPortland,
ME ()4101 • 772-4880
derful for atmosphere created
foh.,."
week 1 met some Russian art- entirely by the nature of the
What Mainers are noticing ists, Komar and Melamid, who
the most about this Australian said "Weare RUSSian artists painted surface, which evenartist is his accent, no matter yes. But we don't make Rus- tually reveals figures sitting at
a bar and writing. You can just
what he says.
sian art_ We make Art."
think about color with this
Giuseppe Romeo's parents
painting
or you can thinkabout
emigrated
what she was
from southtrying
to do_
ern Italy to
No
matter
Australia in
what you're
the 1950sand
thinking
of, ~:':::
settled in
you
have
Melbourne.
plenty to look
He to Victoat.
ria College of
Giuseppe ~
the
Arts,
Romeo
offers E-<
where
in
a
series
of in- Q
addition to
dividually '"
painting and
A Mexican ~estaurant
framed draw- :
sculpture
ings of heads
students, there are students of
Waterin~
Hole
~
and
hearts
hung
in a great rec- §
drama, music, dance and thea- Australian painting
Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
g;
tangle. I didn't like the hearts 'E
ter.
And what does the work at all but the heads are fine and ~ 242 St. John St., Union Station I,'laza, Portland, ME • 874-6444 ~;
"1 never once thought of really look like? What we see
mysterious.
~ •'flO .'. AN's;-conC6td;,NHi': .·· GAR;lTNS'~~nofMEM~
what 1 would do after leaving first is the size of the paintings
Dick Wa tson' s "Obsession,"
the art school. If I had, it would -onein the grand hall is 9' x 28',
have put me down a different others are about 8' x 10' and so about 5' x 8', has good color. 1
could feel the force of his aml
road. You've got to move on on.
~
moving
with tremendous self ~=
after you graduate, after three
See you at Squire's for lunch! .,.
After size we notice the wide confidence across this paintyears in a place. It's like Ii ving variety of styles. Some paintat home the rest of your life if ings are a plain background ing, which has affinities for
New York abstract expressionyou stay and teach in an insti- color with a black line draWing ism.
tution. There's more to making much like a cartoon. Some are
46 Market Street, Ponland • 774-52016
I could go on and on about
art than having a job and going large and mdnochromatic with
home and whipping off a few lots of black, white and gray each painting. But every reader
should visit the museum (and
paintings at night."
and little color. Some are real- sign up for a free trip to AustraWhen Romeo finished art istic. Many have figures. All
school he went overseas for this is to say that apart from the lia!) and come up with his or
nine months. "1 visited all the size and the frequent cartoon her own deSCription of the picMediterranean countries and or graffiti-like quality, the tures. They speak for themand there is a painting
wen t back to Ita Iy. 1 was with a paintings do not share com- selves
for everyone_
friend and we set up our own mon themes or techniques.
studio where my grandmother , What I did get was an in- Sherry Miller, artist and writer, raised a
lived. We made art for five stant "up," a feeling of energy daughter who read "The Thorn Birds" 23
i
months. We were getting a lot and liveliness, like some Aus- times when she was t 1 years old.
of ideas and thoughts together. tralian was there beside me
I Adeliciou.bleooof,.uonedgroundbeef,cooked
with I
to medium and served on our freoh homemade rol~
thi,
I
I topped with tomato, onion, lettuceaoo a erup pi,kle,
•
coupon I
I ,hoice of .lad and homefri...
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S.x Powerln the M.dla Formermodel Mast.ry Through Accompllshm.nt
Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, Tabl. Tennis A Ping pong exhibition will
Ann Simonton speaks on sex power in the
A free public meditation class, based on
social and educational peersupportgroup
be held Mar 5, 2-3:30 pm at the Jewish
media and against beauty pageants and
the teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
for transsexuals, crossdressers, their
Community Center, 57 Ashmont. Maine
advertising MaO, 8 pm in Kresge AuditoPir Vilayal Khan Mar 5,6:30-8 pm, at 232
families,
friends
and
people
interested
in
State Pi"9 Pong Champion Harvey
rium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For
St. John St., Portland (use entrance at the
gender issues . Meeting are held every
Klugman Will play MaineSenior Ping Ponll
more information, call 725-3151.
back of the building). For more informaother
Sunday
at
6
pm.
For
more
informaChampion Howard Reuben. the exhibiSecond Annual National Conf.....
tion, call 657-2605.
tion, call 854-3528 or write to Transuption will also include a ping pong clinic so
ence Investigating Abuses Com- Fresh Start A four-week smoking cessaP.O.
Box
17622,
Portland,
04101.
port,
that spectators can improve their game.
milled by the FBI Journalists, activtion course being offered at Mercy Hospi- Meditation for Women every Monday
Free and open to the public. For more
ists and academics will explore the altal beginning Mar 6, 7-8:30 pm. Fee is
at
the
Quaker
Meeting
House,
Forest
Information, call 772-1959.
leged violations of civil and human rights
$40. For more information, call Mercy
Ave, Portland. Guidecf meditation and Effectiv. Fly Fishing Techniques
by the FBI Mar 9, 7 pm in Chase Hall,
Hospital's Patienl Education Departmenl
ritual.
For
more
information,
contact
the
Discussion and demonstration of fly tackle
Bates College, Lewiston . For more inforaI879-3197.
Feminist Spiritual Community at 773components for the first-time angler and
mation or to register, call 786-6305.
Mediation Skills for Non-mediators
2294.
the veteran Mar 6, 7:30 pm at the L.L.
Crossing Bord.rs: The Story of th.
A four-week course offered by USM The AIDS Project, 22 MonumentSquare
Bean Casco st. Conference Center, loWom.n'slnt.rnatlonal League for
department of Community Prall rams
(fifth
lIoor)
,
Portland,
lists
many
support
cated off Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open to
P.ac. and F....dom A film shown
beginning Mar 7,4:30-6:30 pm. TUition is
groups
around
Portland
for
PWAs
and
the public.
Mar 10,4 pm and Mar 12, 1:30 pm in Olin
$85 . For more information , call 874-6500.
the lovers, caregivers and friends of Opening Day Fishing '89 A pre-seaArts Center, Bales College, Lewiston. Cholesterol Education: What To Do
PWAs.
For
more
information,
call
774son preview of the upcoming season: the
Free and open to the public. For more
Wh.n Your Numb.r Is Up A two-part
6877.
health and status of Maine fishery,
information , call 786-6336.
program offered at Mercy Hospital will
changes in the laws and what's new In
Wom.n's Action for Nuclear Dlsa",
help participants understand Ihe role
Lobbying and the Political Proc.ss
gear and tackle Mar 8, 7:30 pm at the L.L.
mam.nt will presenl a workshop "Healcholesterol plays in heart disease and
is the lopic of the nexl Women Business
Bean Casco Street Conference Center,
ing Ourselves," a program empowering
how to make food and cholesterol choices
Owners of Greater Portland meeting Mar
off Rt. I, Freeport. Free and open to the
women and men to be active and effecthat will not only help lOwer cholesterol,
public.
2, 6 pm al the Chamber of Commerce
tive peacemakers through feminism Mar
but the risk of heart disease as well. The
Board Room, 142 Free, Portland, For
N.w England Dog Sled Races Start11, 9:30 am-4 :30 pm, in Chase Hall
program is being offered Mar 7 and 14,
more information, call Becky Erickson at
ing at the Rangeley Inn, Rangeley Mar
Lounge, Bates College, Lewiston. The
6:30-7:30 pm. A fee of $25 is required to
761-0041.
11-12. Races all day long on both days.
register for the program. For more inforGrowth Managem.nt: A Citizen's
For information on entering race, call 864mation, call Mercy Hospital's Patient
5571.
Int roduc tion A six-week course offered
Education Department at 879-3197.
by Maine Audubon to simplify the issues
Sport Massag. for the Athlet. A
Understanding M.n's Iss lies and
confronting Maine towns and to show
four-session course of demonstration,
Divorc. is the topic of this week's Diindividual citizens how they can make
lecture and practice in the art and science
Vorce Perspectives meeting Mar 8, 7:30
their voices heard at the local level. The
of sports massage begins Mar 13, 6:30-8
pm at Wood fords Congregational Church ,
course is offered on six Mondays, Mar 6pm on the USM Portland Campus. The
202 Woodfords, Portland. Open to the
Apr 10, 7-9 pm. Two three-hour Saturday
fee for the course is $30. For more inforpublic . Donation $1.50. For more inforfield trips are planned for Mar 25 and Apr
mation, call Lifeline at 780-4170.
mation, call Ingraham Volunteers at
8. Cost of the course is $65. For more
Brunswick Sunda~ Runs Every Sun774-HELP.
information, call 781-2330.
day 9 am at BrunSWick Jr. High School.
Whole Foods Cooking Cfasses bePAUSICA Monthly Educational Mee ting
Non-competive runs of four, six and eight
gin Mar 9, 10 am-12 noon. Four classes
open to all Mar 6, 7 pm at the Immanuel
miles . For more information, call 725$50. For more information, call 774-8889.
8680.
Baptist Church, 156 High, Portland. For
Hand on Healing A day-long workshop
more information , call 773-7873
. Boston Marathon Apr 27, 12 noon.
using crystals, the aura and chakras Mar
International Drug Traffic: An
Runners must quality over a ceriiilea
11,9 am-4 pm. For more information, call
Unwlnnabl. War? Richard S. Cohen,
course before Mar 20. Entry forms are
the Feminist Spiritual Community at 773U.S. Attorney for the District of Maine, will
available from Boston Athletic Associa2294 .
speak as part of the World Affairs Council
tion, 17 Main St., Hopkinton, MA, 01748.
H.aling with Color and Sound A Outdoor Adv.ntur. Photography
Outdoor adventure photographer Peter
series "Great Decisions '89" Mar 6, 7:30
Include sell-adressed stamped envelope.
one-day workshop teaches how to reLewis gives a slide presentation and dispm at Temple Beth-EI , 400 Deering Ave,
leasecrystalized energy to achieve wholecussion of his techniques as part of the
Portland. Tickets are $5 public, $3 for
ness Mar 11 , 10 am-4:30 pm at Northeast
Evening Lecture Series at the AppalaWorld Affairs Council members, $1 for
Metaphysics, 33 High Rd., Cornish. Cost
chian Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch
students. For more information , call
is
$50.
Advance
registration
is
required;
780-4551 .
Camp Mar 4, 8 pm (a family style dinner
call 625-7447.
served at 6 pm). Free and open to the
South Africa Masilo Mabeta, a South AfConflicts: An Ounce of Prevention
public. For more information, call 603rican native, speaks about the political
and a Pound of Cure A four week
466-27~1.
and social problems that exist in his
course offered by the USM Department of Slide/l.cture of B.llze given by natuhomeland Mar 7, 7 pm in the auditorium of
Community PrOj1rams beginning Mar 14,
ralist Peter Vickery Mar 5, 2-3:30 pm at
the Heflernar, Center, St. Joseph's Col7-9 pm. Tuition IS $55. For more informathe Maine Audubon Society , Falmouth .
lege , Windham. For more information , Opening to F•• lings One-day worktion, call 874-6500.
.
Cost is $3 per person. Reservations are
call 892-6766 ext. 791 .
shop Mar 4, 9 am-4 pm, at Two City JoumeyTo InnerSp~ceAnelght-week
A Look at Portland's Resourc.s _
required. For more information, call 781 Center, Suite 401, Portland. Workshop
course deSigned to faCIlitate Inner growth
2330.
What Do We P .....
The last in
uses group exercises, discussion, guided
through lectures, story telling, Imagery,
Greater Portland Landmarks' lecture
visuafizations, and the centering process
crea~ve VISIOnS and the artforms of the Colorado River Adv.nture: The
Grand Canyon by Canoe A slide
series "Preservation as Public Policy" will
of creating Mandalas. Cost is $50: For
Mandala process. Sessions are offered
show of the first unsupported canoe
be given by Kenneth Severans, an archion Tues, 9-11 am (b9ll'nnlng Mar 14) or
more information , call 781-9903 .
expedition down the Colorado River Mar
lectural historian who was active in pres- Healing Loss and Transition A oneThurs, 7-9 pm (beginning Mar 16) atlwo
10, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco Street
ervation efforts in Charleston, S.C., on
day workshop to learn the distortions and
City Center, Swte 401 , Portland. Cost IS
Conference Center, located off Rt.1 ,
Mar 8, 12 noon at the First Parish Church,
purposes of feelings, to develop specific
$120. For more Information, Vera Berv at
Freeport. Free and open to the public.
425 Congress, Portland. Each session
skills for clearing stuck emotions, to find
781-9903.
will feature a slide lecture, followed by disrelief in expressing natural feelings and to Portland Rap. Crisis C.nt!"! an- Exploring Maine's Down.ast WIId.me. . by S.a Kayak A slide procussion and questions from the audiexperience the healing with a supportive
nounces the formaijon of a co-facilitated,
gram highlighting the beauty of the Maine
ence. Free and open 10 the public.
group. Workshop meets Mar 4, 9 am-4
education.al, support group for ad~lt fecoast and the joys of safe sea kayaking as
pm . For more information contact Jacob
male sUrvivors of rape. The group Will run
part of the Evening Lecture Series at the
Watson 41 GlenwoodAve Portland 761for 1oweeks starting Wed . Mar 22 and will
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham Whirling Woodwinds A woodwind en2522 '
" b e held every Man night thereafter, 6Notch Camp Mar 1" 8 pm (a family style
semble from the PSO presents a Kin.
7:30 pm. For more informatioA, call 774dinner served at 6 pm). Free and open to
derkonzert at the Italian Heritage Center
3613 or write Rape Crisis Center, PO Box
the public. For more information, call 603Mar 2, 9:30 am and 1 pm for primary
1371, Portland, 04104.
466-2721.
grade children, and 10:30 am for preMultipl. Sclerosis Society is sponWint.r
Ecology
Walks
are
being
ofschool children . The concert will focus on
WEEKNIGHTS 7:00 PM
soring a Super Cities Walkathon for Mulfered for community groups at the Maine
pitch and rhythm using selection from
tiple Sclerosis on Apr 9 and they need
UHF CHANNEL 24
Audubon Society's Gilsland Farm SancJoplin's -The Entertainer," Handel's
people to get it or~anized. Volunteers are
tuary in Falmouth through Mar 31 . Walks
·Water Music· and Tchaikovsky's -Nutneeded for vanous jobs : registering
are scheduled Tue-Fri between 8:30 amcracker Suite." nckets are $1.50. For
people, serving lunch, working as cross3 pm . The fee is $2.50 per person with a
reservations, call 799-5551.
Ing guards, sellinll up and cleaning up.
minimum of $15 perl/roup. Reservations Dazzling Dozen Celebration A celeFor more informa~on, call the Center for
be
made
by
calling
Carol
LeMere
at
can
bration of the Children'S Museum's 12
Voluntq:y Action at 874-1015.
781-2330.
years of se(Vice. Face painting Mar 2-3,
The R.t,red S.nior Volunte.r Pro3-4:30 pm; Magician Phil Smith performs
gram (RSVP) offers senior volunteers
all day throughout the museum Mar 4,
(60+) many opportunities to use their skills
1:30 pm-3 pm ; Phil Smith performs magic,
or learn new ones. RSVP is federally
juggling and mime Mar 5, 10-11 am. The
funded by ACTION and Southern Maine
Children's Museum is located at 746
Area Agency on Aging. The program is
Stevens Ave., Portland. For more inforfree and job training is always provided.
mation, call 797-KITE.
Volunteers are needed to help a local
Gymnastics for Children at Reiche
theater group, read a Maine book for the
Community Center Gym, 166 Brackett,
blind, be a friendly visitor to a shut in and
Portland. Classes for kids ages8-12 begin
helping to develop a marketing plan for
Mar 4, 10 am-12 pm , and continue for six
conage industry products . For further inweeks. Fee is $15 for residents, $25 for
formation on these and other volunteer
non-residents. For more information, call
opportunities, call Priscilla Greene at 775874-8873.
6503.
AfroAlgonquin Mixashawn A memTeen and Young Adult Clinic at Maine
ber of the Mohegan American Indian tribe
Medical Center, Mondays 4-S pm. Apby Frank Gaziano
presents a program of music and myth of
pointments are requested, but Walk-ins
ancient and contemporary American
are welcome. For people ages 13-21. For
Try a bottle or two of Michelob they wear blue & gold.. _Despite
Indian culture Mar 4, 11 am at the High
appointments or more information, call
Dry - then drink your favorite wearing green the last few years,
Street Church, 106 Pleasant, Lewiston.
871-2763.
Maine
Handicapped
SkIIng
Annual
Presented by LA Arts. Tickets are $3. For
imported beer_
Notre Dame' sofficial colors are blue
Skl.. -thon takes place at Sunday River
more information, call 782-7228.
on March 18. Ski teams of five people are Magic Movement Program provides
Here's an amazing fact...No foot- & gold, and they returned to wearing
still needed to obtain pledges on number
law impact exercise while developing
ball player in history who's won the blue this season.
of runs made, orvertical feet skied. Teams
dance skills for children ages 6-10 at the
Heisman Trophy has
will
receive
a
t-shirt,
a
lift
ticket,
and
an
You'll find Michelob
Riverton Community Center. Six-week
invitation to the apras ski banquet. Money
ever made it to pro
program begins Mar 4, 1-2:30 pm . Fee is
Dry is an exciting new
raised will support Maine Handicapped
$20 for residents, $25 for non-residents.
football's Hall of
drinking experience.
Skiing . For more information, contact
For more information, call Portland Rec at
Paula
at
824-3018.
Fame..,You'd think in all
874-8793.
Why? (Read on)
Fly Fishing In B.lize, Labrador, Bones A workshop to learn about bones
these years that some
What was the smallest
Montana, and Main. A slide show
Mar 7, 3:15-4 pm at the Children's Mucollege stars who won
highlighting lIy fishing, plus tips on tackle
crowd ever to see a world
seum, 746 Stevens Ave., Portland. Free
and techniques Mar3, 7:30 pm al the L.L.
with museum admission. For more inforthe Heisman would have
heavyweight championBean Casco St. Conference Center, 10mation, call 797-KITE.
gone on to make the pro
ship fight? __ ,The record
catedoff Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open to Litll. Racoons Bask.tbaU Wednesthe
public.
Hall of Fame but - surdays 3:30 pm at Riverton Community
Diagnosis and treotment of
was set at the MuhamCenter for children ages 6-10. An introHemormoids,
Condyloma
(venereal
prisingly - none ever
mad Ali-Sonny Liston
duction to the sport through instruction,
worts), Skin and Foot Disorders
has,
intra-mural and travel games. Registratitle fight at Lewistown,
-Planters worts-and taHoo removal
Maine Mariners Hockey
tion fee is $10. For more information, call
Even though Notre
Maine in 1965 with a
Portland Rec at 874-S793.
Home games
Dame is one of the most famous crowd of only 2,434,
Storl.s for Kids Portland Public Library
Rapid Recovery • No Toxic Effects
March 4, 2:05 pm
(773-4761): Man and Wed and Fri, 10:30
football teams in America, many Michelob Dry is less sweet, brewed
Less Discomfort
New Haven Nighthawks
am; Riverton Branch Library (797-2915) :
fans aren 'tsure what Notre Dame's to have a bolder taste and has no
March 5, 2:05 pm
Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough Public liSpringfield Indians
SURGI C AL CENTER
brary (883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1
official school colors are._.The rea- lingering after taste_ That is why
pm (3-5 year aids) and Tue, 6:30 em (5March 8
son is that some years Notre Dame we know: one taste and you'll drink
6 year aids); Prince Memorial Library,
New Haven Nighthawks
wears green & gold and some years it dry.
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am
March 11, 2:05 pm
(2-3 year aids); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year
Springfield Indians
aids).
At! hom. gam•• are at 7:35 pm,
Flicks for Kids at the Portland Public liunless otherwl.. noted_
Greater Portland landmarks
brary in Monument Sq. For children of all
The Marine.. pia" at the Civic C... t.r_
ages every Saturday at 10:30 am and
for its "Preservation As
Tick... a.. $6-$7 _d a.. available
Tuesday at3 :30pm . Free. Formoreinforat the box office_
Public Policy" lecture series,
775-3411
mation, call 773-4761.
•
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MICHELOB DRY TRIED IT YET?
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the real limle
t] by Don Rubin

BUTTON , BUTTON
If you place the large piece of fabric
over the smaller piece so that all the
buttons are aligned with buttonholes,
which six holes would be filled?
Circle them_

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so there cou ld be a $20 gift certificate for Alberta's initforyou(firstprizc).
Or tickets for two aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from among the
correct entries by a random drawing.
Contestants are ineligible to win more
than one prize in a four-week span, and
only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle
must be received by noon Wednesday,
March 8. The solution to this week's
Real Puzzle will appear in the March 16
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your
best guess to :

A Fish
Wanda
PLUS THESE BLOODY BRITISH COMEDIES!

~I~~~

The Real Puzzle #9
Casc:o Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

Vlt)D~U~
(,,,,\1\1 ~

Starrin Michael Palin

First prize this week goes to Gayle
Knowlton of Portland, Second goes to
Richard Carlisle, also of Portland.

ThePlace~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

ernie pook's COI!l!~~Y

774-2091
• SUBS

lAM WE Wf:!'l110MAK£; PI\..~S
Buf/.~ el5CuITS \3Ul WI: COV\..ON'T GET
TI-\~ BISCUIT THING TO poP OPEN . W~
ON itlE (OUNr~R. 500 TIMES THEN

~~:--:~~~""":'--:~:-::~~~r-f:m-l:~1 HIT IT
LAS! t./ HI I 5l,A'(El> OVER AT BREN
OUR GOAL WNi. To SlAY UP ALL NIGHT.
Tl-\E OUIJA BoARD TOLD US To WATCH
NI6H1MARE 'n\tATE~ , THE MOl/If:. WAStV'l
THAT GooD· 11 WAS GWH ANTS THAT

'ORENl>F\ \1IT IT WITH A I-IAMMER. AND IT
F\..E;W A(Ross i1\E ROOM At.!? CAAStlED INTO
T\-IE DO(:' OISI-I AND BRENIlAS MoM WOKE

• PASTA DINNERS

UP AND TO\..D \,\S To GET TO 61:D.

• FRIED DINNERS

WRE(KE 0 A Til-AI L'i~ .

• COLD DRINKS

SURGICAL CENTER

•••

LAS E R

Gf"

which concludes next week.

772-4203

1375 Congress St., Portland
MC/Vi>olHeahh In.urance.,
Pre-paid Health Pion.

•••

TOWERS

• 1989 United Feature Syndicate .

SOLUTION TO REAL P UZZLE #7
13) British Invasion (Bcatles)
18) Custody Battle (broken family)
14) Big Mac Attack (burger)
6) War on Poverty (patches)
9) Heart Attack(electrocardiogram)
17) Cold War (icicles)
8) Price Wars (markdown)
5) Star Wars (Darth Vader)
3) Armageddon (fragments)
4) Battle of the Sexes (gender symbols)
12) Media Blitz (television sets)
11) Saturday Night Massacre (Nixon)
2) Political Campaign (donkey and elephant)
1) War of the Worlds (radio broadcast)
16) Battle of Wits (thinkers)
10) Industrial Revolution (gears)
7) Invasion of the Body Snatchers (pod)
15) Sexual Revolution ('60s slogans)

ASE

HEMORRHOID
TREATMENT

FAWLTY

• TAKE-OUT
Tl\EON THE Guy ON 1<"0 L SAID CA IN
f\.EQVEST SO WE SNUC.K B.... CK IN TIle KI
Af'lD B~ENOA REQVESTE D A SaN6 61j (~eIlM

TI\AT SliE

UIDN'l

KNOW i1\E NAME OF A90~

TliE \.oVE TrlAi yOU ~AI D ON M~ 1ABl.f_ "(1"5
foil DONN\l,NSI'\E SAIO. --/'ilAKt: IT FROM
DA To j)ONN9," -mE 6Ul:! SAID HE'D PLA~

fO~ AII.OVNO

HolJP,S HE DIDN'T P~A~ fH E
SoNG ·WHEN FINAI-\'':j IT 'NIlE ON HE LEFT
OVT THE PONN~ PAttT. BRENDA GAVE THE FINGER TO 11\£ RADtO Folt A/l.ovND ON£; HAL F
l-\ovrL AFn R. WAT , TH~N SHE ASKEO /liE I f I
PAReD HE f< T6 'AI-I- 1\1'" vp AND SAY -' Yo u
S\.I'-I<" AND ALSO DfD I WANT TV MAKe SOJl,.e
{'meM.S, ANI) Tl-IE.N W. STARTEO TD HEAR
.T'r\~ BIRP~ 10,OUO BIROS. AND TIlE LIGHT IN
I\ttt ROOM TVRN~!) IlA~E PilL!; 'OWE.
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I',l ',9 j\ 11i1 ~fj1 if IIr9 j\ [1 biz services

Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the marketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers tum to IIrsl whenever
they're in the market for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply fill out the convenient ·do-it-yourself· form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver it along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call 775-6601.

EAST PROM area. Two
bedroom apt. with stove,
ref., washer/dryer. $550 plus
heat, utilities and deposit.
Within ten minutes of anywhere in Portland. Parking.
775-3340

CLASSIFIED POLICY

WEST END 80 Spruce st.
First floor, two bedroom, living room , kitchen, bath
room, cellar with laundryWID, also parking. $550 per
month including heat. 7727059 after 5PM-772-5320
7AM-5PM Ask for Chong

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash personal checks, money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday at 12:00 noon
for the following Thursday's edition. Ads received after
the deadline will be run starting with the next issue.
CBW will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual
content. CBWwili not print full names, street addresses
or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON
section . PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in their ad our
use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD
FORM) . All information pertaining. to PERSON TO
PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential.
Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
reluse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.
CBW shall not be liable for errors of omissions in, or a
failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be
responsible, beyond actual space occupied by the ad In
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred.
Classified ads are not refundable.

'.

J

AVOID "Sunday Classified
Clutter". Call the CBW Clas_
sified Hotline: 775-6601 .

•

)

~

,J.

..,

<-

"'-" "

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
-CBW Box Service

·DON'T WASTE your
money on rent." Lease with
an option to buy an elegant
four bedroom home in an excellent Portland neighborhood. Call Margaret Donahue
at 773-0796

notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stu" for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

-----1
If you derive 1
r~ular income
from t e subject(s) 1
of your Classified Ad(s), 1
please use the business rate.
And thank you for choosin~ 1
Casco Bay Weekly. 1
(All Char~es are Per W_k) 1
Indivi ual
Business
$ 7.00 1
$ 5.00
$ 9.00
$11.00
$ .21
$ 5.00

"

Please read the CBW CI. . .I"... Polley before completing this form.
Write legibly or Iype, and use additional paper necessary.
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1

1
1
1
1
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I

PREFERRED CATEGORY:

TOTAL WORDS:

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH

+

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

+

I SUBTOTAL
=
I
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WAtfT AD RUN
J[
I TOTAL ENCLOSED
=
I
I
I Nol for publcallon:
'
I We need the following information to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.
I NAME
I ADDRESS
I
STATE
ZIP
CllY
I
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER
I
MasterCard
Visa
Check _ Money Order
I PAYMENT METHOD
Exp.
Date
I
Credit Card 1#
I
Signature
I
COMPLETE THIS FORM &. MAIL OR DEUVER TO:
I
I C.A.SCC» B.A.'V " " E E K L ' V
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

G Mage 24, PT student,
looking for roommate age
22-30 who already has 2
bedroom apt. or interested in
looking for a apt. in Portland
area. I am athletic, nonsmoking , responsible,
w/sense of humor. You are
similar. Please write. Reply
to all. CBW Box 218
ROOMY HOUSE: Fireplace, living room, dining
room, den. Quiet residential
area. Room with private bath.
Two females, one male
seeking either male of female. $250 including utilities,
security deposit $250 .
Available March 1 797-8879

IEast . Endcle~~~~~l

Asbestos
Removal

'~tlll~~B~~~~ f""

'100%'ijJ.t~:J;V.ry

CLEAN AND NEAT MlF to
share
fdur
bedroom
Woodford's apt. $250 per
month plus $150 deposit.
Includes utilities. Immediate
occupancy. 772-7015
GA Y FEMALE roommate
needed for two bedroom,
west end apt. Non-smoker,
third floor, hardwood floors,
wall to wall carpeting, rent
$225, includes heat and hot
water. Washer/dryer in the
basement. 773-7004

Call us and BREATHE EASY

Service

TEACHER, PART TIME
for a community based, developmental childcare program. Focus will be with
preschoolers in an age integrated setting of 3-9 year
olds . Background andlor experience in early childhood
education
necessary .
Ongoing training provided.
Beginning salary is $6.50 per
hour. Possibility of full time
employment during summer
months. Call Janine Blatt,
766-2854, or send resume to
Peaks Island Child Development Center, PO Box 7,
Peaks Island, 04108

bod & soul

PORTLAND PUBLIC library HealthShare Program
needs part-time Children'S
Room computer assistant.
Saturdays 12-3 p.m . Call
773-4761 Ex. 120

LIFE READINGS channeling and traditional therapy
for empowenment for people
in transition. Barbara Bartley, M. A. Certified Reiki
Practitioner. Center for New
Age Studies, Thompsons
Point Portland. 775-7135 or
802- 436-2355

LOOKING FOR graphic
artist to do logo and creative
design work. Part time basis .
Please call 774-3369
EMPLOYERS There is a CORE ENERGETICS
less espensive alternative. Bioenergetic, Analysis,
Advertise your openings in Pamela L. Chubbuck, MA ,
Casco Bay Weekly. The Certified Bioenergetic theraresponse you get may
pist, experienced Psysurprise you!
chotherapist of twenty years
opens practice in Yarmouth.
Core Energetics is a Holistic
approach which unifies mind,
body, spirit, emotions. Individuals, couples, groups,
classes. Call for appt.. or
information. 846-0800

l====~m~=~

~/;ap/P

Every day, all over America, more and more
companies are turning to Personnel Pool to
help them find qualified, skilled pe()ple to fill
temporary work assignments. That's
because our exclusive Skillmatching""
System and Matchmakeram process enables
us to find just the right person to fityour needs,
For over forty years, Personnel Pool has
been helping skilled people ~et the job... and
helping companies get the Job done right.
'lb find out how Personnel Pool can help you
quickly fill your temporary staffing needs,
call us today.

Putting our everyday
life In the context'
of ancient wisdom.
Beginning March 2nd,
Thurs, from 2:00-4:00

~
Sponsored by
Dwinell and Hall

riP'QhH9.

Call 799-1024

Personnel
Pool,
An".".LOCIt.

learnin

~

~~;t~~nrM~~!'o~~b~ 801,

(207) 775-7415

LIFE DRAWING Classes
with Greg Parker. Classes
open to students at various
levels Tues . evenings 69pm . or Sat. mornings 9:3012:30 starting March 14 and
March 18. Eight weeks $100.
Located in my studio at 317
Cumberland Ave. Portland.
Send $25 deposit to register.
For info 774-0751

An Equal Opportunity Employer

wh;~You want it.

773-3289

767·0873

Jlccount $xecutive
Our sales staff is growing!
Ground floor opportun~y to join Greater
Portland's fastest growing weekly newspaper.
Applicant should be self-motivated, energetic,
personable and a team player. If you possess
confidence, the desire and ability to work with
the public and have a willingness to work hard
please call and/or send resume to Marg Watts,
CBW, 187 Clark St., Ptld., ME, 04102

ANY CLOSET
ANYWHERE
NO MESS

MAINTENANCE MEN
and mechanics: I will teach
you how to pick locks for the
low price of $19.95. Mail to
Pick Locks Box 4174A Portland, ME. 04101 Instruction
and
Picks
included.

CLASSIFIEDS THAT
WORK. That's what you get
in Casco Bay Weekly.
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SHY, SENSITIVE intelligent, humorous and handsome professional SWM 25:
Coming out of my shell, recognize my inexperience and
want to change it. Seeking
clean,
non-smoking/drugging WF 25-40 for
IN ONLY ONE session instruction and tutoring. I
you can have the skills you want to find out what I have
need to change how you feel been missing. Write and tell
about yourself. Learn to do me what you'll teach me .
affirmations and change Phone number appreciated.
your negative thinking . Call Lars meet! CBW Box 212
883-3919 Marilyn
BIWM 35 looking for same
COUNSELING/Massage
offered by professional ther- or GWM, 20-35, for interesting relationships, walks
apist. My work focuses on
on the beach, book stores,
balancing body, mind, emotions, and spirit. Astrology exotic cuisine and long
and creams are tools which drives in the country. Send
if possible.CBW Box
facilitate the healing pro- photo
213
.-.
cess. Deborah Vallance
R.N., M.S. Ed. 775-1230
BFW 23 attractive, honest
JUNGIAN Psychology, and open minded. Looking
Pypology Seminars. March 2 for friendship and intimacy
7:30-9:30pm (and the first with the right woman . I am a
Thursday in each following fun loving individual. If you
month) 302 Stevens Ave. Dr. have similar interests please
G Astrachan 772-6031 and write soon. CBW Box 214
Dr. C Burstein 883-4989
SWM 26 attractive, intelli"THERE IS therefore now gent, all- American guy would
no condemnation to them like to share my sensitivity,
which are in Christ Jesus, spare-time, and Portland
who walk not after the flesh, Dine Around card with a SWF
but after the Spirit.· (Romans who, like me, enjoys movies,
8:1) If you are not in Christ soft rock, C& W, traditional
Jesus, see Romans 3:23, values, an enjoyable
6:23, 5:8, 10:9-13. JESUS evening on the town and a
comfortable afternoon on the
SAVES!
couch. CBW Box 216
ROLFING reduces stress,
improves posture. For more
information, call Rob Coughlin, 772-5581, 985-6760 or
Noel Clarke 582- 4580

SWM 6'2' 28 looking for a
SWF with a sense of humor
who can enjoy herself anySOUND POETRY Workwhere, anytime. If you are
shop 7 weeks March and
into good times lets get toApril: breath , sound, words,
gether and have some fun.
rhythm and tone, multi-voice
pieces: For information, CBW Box211
please call ANNE WITTEN DO YOU have old fashsound/performance poet. ioned values and ideals? I
am a 27 year old SWF
766-5568
HORSEBACK RIDING looking for a 30ish S/DWM
classes for all ages , at all romance, love, marriage, a
levels. Also summer riding home and children with an
camp . Carriage driving attractive, caring, intelligent,
lessons and seminars. Au- open-minded, full-figured,
ditors welcome . You can professional woman . My interests include walks, music,
board and train your horse at
movies, travel, cooking and
the Highland Dressage Center 77 Babbidge Road, Fal- animals. Let's get together
and talk. CBW Box 217
mouth, ME. 797-<>207
ROSES ARE RED violets
are blue . I'm looking for a
partner. How about you?
Single mom . 30s . Intelligent,
caring, cute,-but not thin . I
prefer open-minded menwho can laugh. CBW Box
205

Freelance writer
MUST SELL 1972 BMW
2002 Tii. Excellent overall.
Very well maintained. Recent
over haul to brakes and
suspension. New stock rims
with Michelin MXV tires plus
four Gislaved winter tires on
rims and a lot more. $6000
value, sacrifice for $4900.
Arne 772-8328
FORD L.T.D. 1985, four
door, six cylinder, amllm
stereo, air cond., rear deIrost, excellent condition.
$2500 774-6530 after 6pm

VW Superbeetle 1973. Car
runs, good chassis and
engine . Body needs paint
and light work, interior bad.
Good candidate for restoration or kit car foundation .
$500. 883-4580

RESPONSIBLE couple
seeks to houslHlit in the
Greater PorUand area this
summer. Need to occupy in
early July. Length of stay is
flexible. Please call to
discuss, Deidre or Charlie
892-3841

If you have newswr~ing experience and would like
to be a part of this paper, please send photocopies
of your concise news and issue-oriented feature
Writing to Monte Paulsen, Casco Bay Weekly, 187
Clarlk St., Portland, ME 04102

light Office

·'UiliI W.

and Janitorial
Cleaning

30 Years In Business

MARTIN
ENTERPRISES
Entertainment Booking Agenc
OUR SPECIALTY IS STRIPPERS AND DANCERS FOR
BACHELOR AND BACHaORETTE PARTIES AND All. FUNCTKlNS.

HELP WANTED
Women For Exotic Dancing!
Looking For New Talent All The Time

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 772·091210A,M.TO 4P,M,

CLASSIFIED
CHARGE

• BY.

PHONE

775-6601

E

Include your phone number. Do not include poetry,
fiction , anecdotes, raging ed~orials or columns on
highly-specialized subjects, Nothing will be
returned w~houl a SASE.
What you see is what we are. If you like Casco Bay
Weekly and you can wr~e news - get in touch.

notices

LIVE BANDS OF ALL KINDS

SANTA CRUZ and Valley
Arts guitars. Mandolins, Dulcimers, Artesano classical
guitars. Randall amplifiers,
Regal Dobros, G&L, Fernandes, Aria, Dean. Guitar and
amplifier repair, custom
building. Lex Luthier 574
Congress SI. 761-8084

GC
ATTRACTIVE
passionate, honest, affirming, artsy, exciting , and
unique especially for Maine.
Seeking GM or Lesbian (or
ally). Meet me at the card
rack at Raffles and take me
home!

Casco Bay Weekly seeks to develop ongoing
relationships with experienced freelance writers.
We assign news stories (UPDATES) and issueoriented cover stories on tight deadlines

SUNBIRD (Pontiac) Red,
1987, sunroof, AC/alloy
wheels/good stereo. Low
miles-nice car. I now have a
car from my employer. $7000
or best offer. 772-6953

RAMCHARGER 1978
CADILLAC SEVILLE- 4x4-318. Runs, interior
350, 1979, automated, ex- great. Body and engine need
cellent condition , new radial work. 1974 Dodge pick-up.
tires, 80,000 miles. Call 774- Make one truck or part out.
8838
$850 or best offer. 892-5725
FREE CLASSIFIEDS! On or 892-6925
UHF Channel 24, Mon-Fri, 67 pm. Send to : POB 446 DTS PINTO 1980
73,000
miles. Good condition, $600.
Portland, ME 04112
Call 761-0688 after 5pm
PONTIAC PHOENIX
1979, rear wheel drive, two DATSUN 510 wagon 1978
door, six cylinder, automatic, very reliable stickered, used
PS.-PB, one owner. 71,000 and loved. Asking $550 774miles . Sticker. $850 firm
1597
773-5176

YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
in Casco Bay Weekly can
help you find it. 775-6601.

·i

CHILDREN'S ResourceCenter-not just for kids.
Wool skeins (40z-$1.00).
fabric, scented soap, country note cards, mat frames
and paper. 10% discount
with this ad . 741 Stevens
Avenue (797-0525)
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WINDOW SURGEONS
Home improvement specialists! Complete renovations,
additions, window indoor replacements, sunrooms,
decks, stairs and kitchens.
Commercial and residential.Ken Plourde and Ed
Kemberling. 729-0199.

emp oyment

PROFESSIONAL
16
INCOME TAXES pre- track recording. Live digital
pared at reasonable rates. and video recordings and
Experienced, accurate, recording instruction. Afprompt personal service. For fordable rates. Call now.
free estimate or appointment Tree Frog Productions. (207)
call John Hudson. 772-1199- 929-5415 Box 360, Hollis
7AM-1OPM seven days a Center, ME 04042
week.
QUALITY Carpentry at
DRINKING WATER a reasonable rates. Additions,
problem? You deserve guar- New Construction, Decks,
anteed chlorine free, pure, Remodeling, Fully Insured,
sparkling "MUL TI-PURETM Relerences. (Senior CitiDrinking Water" and for only zen's Discount) Rich MillerHEADING SOUTH? Let pennies a gallon . Free 7 day Builder 883-8335
Casco Bay Week(y help you TRIA~ BASIS with no obligafind the perfect winter tenant tion . Call Max Carter, 772- COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to .do odd
for your home. Call 772- 6740
jobs. Veery handy and can
6672 to place your ad.
FINE ARTIST for hire . fix most anything . Excellent
Paintings by Haywood. Rea- references . Call anytime ,
sonable rates, call 773-5861 night or day. 781-4046
day or night
WEDDING Photography to
fit your budget. Call Joel
PROFESSIONAL artist's
model will pose. Have good Bicknell 773-4449
references. Write CBW Box FREELANCE Bartender.
221
Chris Ziagos 775-3607
81 QUEBEC ST., beautiful two bedroom, one and half
bath condo, featuring fully
applianced galley kitchen,
DR/LR combo with Victorian
molding. Partial ocean and
city views. Second mortgage
Safe· Prompt. Low Rates
available to qualilied buyers.
EPACel1ffled· Free Estimate
$99,500- 761-2114
State Licensed
Affordabl.' R&t.'iI·Fr••
Port City
Eltlma''',!·lnaurld
Asbestos Abatement

roomma es

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent • retail
for rent. vacation
lor sale. commercial
for sale. residential

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED AD) RATES
CALL JOHN SHALEK AT CBW: 775-6601

.I

DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
State wide personal design
consultants for new home
construction . Currently has
for sale, new 2,500 sq. ft.
hand crafted mahogany contemporary home in nice
country neighborhood. Just
20 miles to coast, commute
to the Augusta/Waterville
area (207) 426-9118

REAL ESTATE INDEX

$ 7.00
$ 9.00
$ .15
S 3.00

BEACH APT. on Pine
Point. Male or female roommate wanted. $300 per
month heat included. 7978046 M-F after 8pm or 8710695 please leave message.
OSTEOPATHIC area two
bedroom, heated, carpeted,
appliances, WID hookup,
yard, parking, quiet area.
References and deposit.
$575--$610772-9646
BRIGHTON AVE. two
bedroom apt. in modern duplex near USM. Available
March 1. Included dishwasher, W/W carpets. $600
per month plus utilities. Call
collect 603-436-5857
evenings and weekends .

l(t).i9iiljiX tl!ttf_

CLASSIFIED INnEX
animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & sou,,"
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

, Man:b
2, 1989
,

ADOPTION. Warm , family
oriented professional couple
wishes to adopt white infant.
We are both architects and
will provide a loving and caring home . Help us have a
family and we will provide a
secure future for your child.
Medical/legal expenses. In
compliance with Maine laws.
Call Margaret at (718) 8586250 collect, evenings and
weekends .

RELIGIOUS Fanatics want
to control you . Support freedom- Support the U.S. Constitution, the law of this land
which excludes God , the
Bible and religion from our
government. Patriots-PO
Box 901 Portland, ME 04 104
TAKE ADVANTAGE!
Our classifieds reach well
over 16,000 active readers
every week!

MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use
the GIGS classifieds in
CBW. We are ready to
become your new "band-aid."

FOR HIRE Irish music on
the accordion by an official
Leprechaun. Sandy 7725636

_

MAINELY
FRIENDS
... A very affordable
match making service
for people of aU lifestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality
service. For more info.
call, or write to r.O.B.
251, Augusta, ME. 04330

626-0195

Ij,I!f'it.. mYlg·_
A

I!m~ljt~"1:).'Attt*
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1960 MWM Erotic
Vehicle, little rust, well
maintained, safety features
include; one original
owner/ operator, precision
handling, dual control
brakes. Driver likes both
sides of the road, desires
passenger BWF, write with
preferred destination, we'll
supply the roadmap. No OUI
please. CBW Box 215

I

Free Info. Kit
1 - 7 pm Weekdays

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
DATING SERVICE

(jrnil(tliftl~
LYNDA BARRY and
"Ernie Pook Comeek Fans·, NEED FURNITURE? Why
now is the time to get on our not rent with option to buy .
mailing list. We carry all the TVs, furniture and appli books, T-shirts , and posters ances from Rent-A-Set. Elm
created by Lynda Barry. SI. Topsham, ME. 729-<>637
Send your name and
address to: Mad Poodle, Box
99093- CB, Seattle WA .,
98 199-0093

PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK '
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
1960 MWM erotic vehicle, little
rust, well maintained, safety features
include; one original owner/operator,
preCision handling, dual control
brakes. Driver likes both sides of the
road, desires passenger BWF, write
with preferred destination, we'll
supply the road map. No QUI please.
CBW Box 2t5
If you have ~aced 8n ad in the Casco Bay Weekly p.80nalayour
ad is M.ltomatscallyenhwed in thePER9:)NALOFTHEWEEK contest

for that week. \\fa.Blooklng for ads 111m ar. u_tive, witty and fun.

Winn., will receive their ticketsln the mail.

DWM 35 Good looking ,
honest, considerate, would
like to meet attractive, not
over weight SlDWF for com panionship/romance, maybe
more. If your tired of being
alone, as I am , then take pen
in hand and those lonely
nights could be ended. Photo
appreciated. CBW Box 204
DWF not impressed by
money, family. Looking for
honest, sincere 60s male.
Dinners, concerts, theaters,
40s music, rides, flea markets . Will pay my own way .
CBW Box 206
SWM SUBMISSIVE 33,
attractive often in Portland,
seeks dominant, demanding,
woman for relationship on
your term s. PO Box 158
Eastpon, ME . 04631

SWM EARLY 30. attractive looking, would like
woman of the same 25-34 to
enjoy an evening of dinner
and dancing . Not looking for
anything extra right now except lor a nice time. Interested? Write Box 15025 ,
Portland, ME.
I'M A 21 year old, 6' tall,
attractive, straight acting
GWM presently enrolled In
college and living in the
Portland area. I long to meet
someone with the same interests as myself. Someone
who knows what they want
out of life and out of _
relationship . If you enjoy
dancing , dining out, going to
the movies , walking along
the beach, and are a true
romantique , then why
haven't I met you yet?
CBWBox209

GWM 26 6' 185 Ibs .
Business owner working
non- traditional hours, seeks
GWM 22-28 who has his act.
together, is not into the bar
scene, and isn't convinced
he's GQ material. PO Box
2592 South Portland, ME.
04106

TWO
DELICIOUSLY
captivating professional
SWMs early 30s. Undeniably
attractive, feverishly seductive, incredibly spontaneous, fascinating and intelligent are seeking two enticingly sensuous, alluringly
attractive lemales to put uP..c
With us when we get this way.
CBW Box 184

FEMALE SOUGHT as a
roommate, Munjoy Hill. Must
not mind living with a bunch
of lesbian s and our bratty
cats . Helpful if you have no
pets and not much furniture.
Respond please: PO Box
7685, Portland, ME. 04112

TOO .LATE for my birthday
but this SWM, soon to be 33,
is looking for the lady 01 his
life . An Engineer by day,
songwriter/musician by
night,l seek a motivated, interesting, attractive woman
25 to 36 for romance and
promiSing relationship. " And
the time refuses to stand
still , marching on like you
know it will" Photo and phone
appreciated. CBW Box 210

ELVIRA TYPE Vixen
seeks boy-in-blue of law
enforcement variety. Night
stick and handcuffs a must.
Tin star optional. Reply with
photo and track record to
CBW Box 219

LIMITED OFFER: GWM
25, sometimes impetuous,
always sincere, less than
perfect. Enjoys theater, music, picnics and giving.
Seeks honest person 22-38
to lavish attention upon and
share with. CBW Box 207

-

I'M A WOMAN, mid-forties, looking for another
woman to love and befriend.
What matters to me most is
that you care deeply about
people, and that you're using
your life to some purpose,
something you feel strongly
about, because you can't
live otherwise. If you are
alone, needing a loving friend
to build and grow with, then
have the courage to write to
me. Trust. I'll answer your
letter. CBW Box 220
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Try something
different this week:
a CBW Person to Person ad.
It'll introduce you to well over 16,000 CBW
readers, more than a few of which are
single, and all of which are well read!
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Please use the "Do It Yourself" Classified ad form :
" and ~nc~se_thi~ coupon to ~eceive_a~re:. week. _ /

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS • GET
YOUR THIRD WEEK FREE!

PRESENTS

THE SEARCH FOR THE

,, ,
;

CO
L UE # 6
Amble eastward from Henry's gla ce
to a hotel named for a guy from France,
and in a streets ide shop you'll find a clue
that could be custom made for you.

Late Starters? Turn to page 6

J

•

THE CONTEST
It's easy to play. There are two parts:
1. The Weekly Riddle: A weekJy riddle will appear on the Treasure Hunt page in
Casco Bay Weekly. Each week's clue also will be read on the air on WBLM (107.5. fM)
and on Portland's newest TV station, NTV (UHF Channel 24). The answer to each
week's riddle will be one of the businesses sponsoring the Treasure Hunt.
2, The Treasure Map: Once you solve that week's riddle, go to that sponsoring
location and ask for that week's piece of the treasure map. At the end of the 10-week
contest, you will have a 9-piece treasure map and a map legend. Once it's pieced
together correctly, you will have a map of Casco Bay. By using the legend and reading
the map, you will be able to find the location of the treasure: a location in Casco Bay,
And don't worry if you're a late starter - each week's correct location will keep extras
of their map piece for the entire contest.
Send your contest answer to Treasure Hunt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME 04102. It must be received by noon April 12. A drawing will be held at
the conclusion of the contest, and the first correct entry drawn will win the entire
treasure, including a Carnival Cruise for two to the Bahamas from Hewins Travel,
where vacations are HOT!
Employees and family members of Casco Bay Weekly, WBLM, NTV/Channel 21 and
Hewins Travel are not eligible to win.

CONSULTANTS

f'
,
,•

INC

WHERE
VAC4TIONS
ARE HOP.

The grand prize is a Carnival Cruise for two to the
Bahamas from Hewins Travel, where vacations are
I lOT! Other prizes include an ensemble of blueand white-striped luggage from Portmanteau; a
Papasan chair from Pier J Imports; a Sonesta Hotel
Theatre Package (two tickets to a show at the
Performing Arts Center, a double occupancy deluxe
room and breakfast, taxes and gratuities included);
a $75 gift certificate from Abacus Handcrafters
Gallery; a $100 shopping extravaganza from Casco
Variety; a collection of the Academy Award-winning
"nest Pictures" of the past 10 years from Videoport;
a stylish Drizzle Partner pullover from Options; a
$50 gift certificate from HuShang on Exchange
Street; a $75 gift certificate from Dos Locos; a $25
gift certificate from Squire Morgan's; a $100 gift
certificate towards custom-made draperies at
The Custom Shop; and a Wristrock watch
from Conceits.

WBLM107.S
n

pen

,

,

Sponsored by Videoport, Options, The Top of the East, Casco Variety, Portmanteau, Pier 1 Imports, The Custom Shop,
HuShang on Exchange Street, Abacus Handcrafters Gallery, Squire Morgan's, Dos Locos and Conceits .
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Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly

Mlcbael Mariner delivers tbe

matl in Westbrook wbere life marcbes on tbrougb a cloud of odor tbat outsiders find unbearable.

Casco Bay Weekly

2

Just Say

IN BRIEF:

Going to the Mall?

NO!

Congress considers
cleaning Casco Bay

... To Department
Store Comforters

Pick up your
pictures when
you're ready
to stop.

LEGISLATION
A LA CRATE

Or get a

One bill Maine legislators
may make law this year would
make outlaws of thousands of
students, motorcycle drivers,
and others who have pilfered
plastic milk crates.
"I don't think we're going
to see milk-case police running
around the state arresting
people for possesion of a milk
case," said Oakhurst Dairy
President Stanley Bennett. He
said he hopes people will feel
bad when they realize how expensive crate coveting is for
dairies, and that people will return their bookcases, carry
baskets and tool boxes to the
dairies they were pilfered from.
"It's a real serious problem,"
said Bennett. "In 1988 we lost
in excess of $50,000 worth Of
milk cases - about 25,000
cases."
Rep. Constance Cote, DAuburn submitted the bill,
which also addresses the "pilferage of shopping carts and
bakery product containers." If
Cote has her way, anyone
caught with someone else's
milk crate or shopping cart in
his or her possession could be
fined $100.
In student terms, that's one
textbook, 66 packs of cigarettes
or 300 boxes of macaroni and
cheese.

FREE Roll of Film
With each roll of
film processed,
receive a roll of
Scotch/3M 24 expo
35mm color print
film!

FACTORY STORE

,-,:-.,~

l07MainSt

Yarmmth, ME
Next to North Yarmouth Academy

846-3695
Please ask for our catalogue

studio quality
enlargement with
each roll of filD.1 processed!

MM

expires 4/ 15/59, 110 or 35mm color print film only, with tl)ls coupon only. not valid with other offers.
enlaJgements may not be available in one hour.

UNDERGROUND CAMERA '

----------------------------Maine Mall
at the

S. Portland, ME

Y.i wt»tI~ ........ ;If~
Factory/Showroom
9 Circus Tl1l\e Road, South Portland 04106
(across from UPS) (207) 775-4312
Open Sunday Noon to 4

-Hannah Holmes
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Med waste regulations on the way

u.s. Rep. Joseph Brennan
has asked Congress to add
Casco Bay to the National Estuaries Program, which funds
the planning process for cleaning polluted water bodies.
Twel ve estuaries are now receiving up to $1 million a year
under the program, which is
administered by the Environmental Protection Agency. If
Congress approves, Casco Bay
will become the fifth estuary
on the waiting list.

Drop off your film
when you come in
to shop ...
Chances are, you spend at least
an hour shopping every time
you go to the Mall. Why
not take ad vantage of
that time to have
your film
developed too?
Underground
Camera is
conveniently
located inside the
Mall and offers
studio quality
prints in about
an hour!

CLOSING THE BACK DOOR

-A Japanese firm has begun to make home deliveries
of toilet paper, attracting housewives too embarrassed to buy
it in stores.
-Enrique Simental and
Lupe Cardenas were killed in
November in Reno, Nev., while
playing Russian roulette when
a single bullet passed through
the heads of both men.
.... A new 195-cell jail being
built in Jacksonville, Fla. had
no provisions for doors because
none had been included in the
original blueprints. Michael
Berg, director of jails, said he
wasn't sure how the mistake
happened but that it wouldcost
$1.5 million to fix.
-Chuck Shepard/AllerNet

Proposed state biomedical
waste regulations are due to go
to public hearing near the end
of this month. If passed, they'll
become the first Maine laws
covering everything from
needles used by patients at
home to toxic chemotherapy
drugs used in cancer treatments.
Said Alan M. Prysunka, who
directs
the
Maine DEP's
Bureau of Hazardous Waste,
Towing fees soaring
"The writing is
Portland towing prices are on the wall for
headed for notoriety as the a lot of hospital
steepest in New England. The incinerators
city council's public safety with improper
committee is reviewing a $10 burn temperaincrease in the cost of city-or- tures."
In the meandered tows. According to Julie
Jones in the city clerk's office, time,
most
the new $40 day tow and $50 Maine doctors,
night tow prices would put morticians and
Portland $5 to $15 ahead of all veterinarians
major Maine, New Hampshire are unoffiCially
and Vermont cities that regu- sending their
late towing, and ahead of biomedical
Massachusetts and Connecti- waste to whoever will take it.
"All hospitals are burning
cut, which mandate public and
private towing prices state- or disposing of other people'S
wide. Jones said she made a stuff," explained one DEP offiprice study at the request of cialon the condition that he not
some councilors who read a be named. "The air bureau
similar comparison in the knows it, everybody knows itCBW "Snow Tow" story Feb. but the hospitals are nervous
2,1989.
about this getting out because
they're concerned about liabilImpact fees scuttled
ity:~ He said t~cit a~reements
Portland City Councilor " to dISpose of bIOmedical wast.e
Pam Plumb scrapped her in- are the norm between ho~pl
terimimpactfeeplanatacoun- tals a~d .small do~tor's o~fIces
cil meeting March 6. Plumb and ~hmcs . He saId t~at .If t.he
decided her fees, which devel- hospital has an on-site mClTIopers would have paid for the ~rat~r, i~ just tosses ~he w~ste
impact of their projects on In With ItS reg.u~ar bIOmedical
sewer, traffic and open space, ":aste stream; If It u~es ~ waste
were too high to encourage dIsposal company, It mIXes the
affordable housing. Thecouncil agreed to consider a permanent fee system by Sept. 1.

Tracy-Causer saved
Deb Andrews, director of
Greater Portland Landmarks,
said the owners of the TracyCauser brick building at 507
Fore St. are finally talking restorationinstead of demolition.
Andrews said Landmarks has
been allowed to tour the building and offer historic rehabilitation advice. On Feb. 22 the
Cumberland County Superior
Court dismissed a case
brought by the owners. fineberg Companies of Boston
had argued that Portland's
interim historic preservation
ordinance came too late to save
Tracy-Causer. City Attorney
David Lourie said he thinks a
court appeal would be dismissed as "frivolous."

Light stays local
The LighthouseCommittee
of Cape Elizabeth is recommending that Portland Head
Light not be made a national
museum. The committee's
report dtes an "overwhelming majority" of Cape Elizabeth residents opposed to the
idea put forth by the National
Lighthouse Preservation Society. The committee is recommending a more local, historical restoration of the light,
which will be given to the town
by the Coast Guard in August.
-Hannah Holmes

waste in with its own red bags.
In the absence of regulation,
hospitals and other generators
of biomedical waste have used
their own judgement in deciding how to dispose it. Most generators of red bag waste have
relied on guidelines issued by
the Centers for Disease Controland the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, but others have

been less scrupulous. According to the DEP official, Maine
Med has found red bag waste
"left by the back door" - and
has had no choice but to throw
it in its incinerator.
lilt hasn't happened very
much," said Ted Hollidge, the
director of engineering at
Maine Med, "and when it has
we've chased a couple of them
down and put a stop to it.
"If somebody drops a red
bag on us, we're going to bum
it," said Hollidge. "We not
going to put it back in the
community, and we're not
going to not put it in our incinerator."
Maine Med is one hospital

that will be forced to upgrade
thatincineratorifthenewregulations become law, according
to Prysunka. The hospital is .
already facing a possible visible emissions violation observed last November by Rick
Creswell of the DEP's South
Portland branch. The Portland
hospital could face financial
penalties if slapped with the
violation.
For the time
being, there is
"nothing in
hospital incinerator licenses
that prohibit"
burning the
waste of other
facili ties and
individuals, according
to
Kevin
McDonald of the
DEP's licensing
and enforcement division.
'1fthe hospitals
file photo weren't doing
this," he points out, "this stuff
would end up in the regular
waste stream and go to
landfills."
Ironically, the underground
network wherein physicians
and others are disposing of red
bag waste through hospitals is
precisely the sort of network a
DEP task force recommended
in the pending legislation.
According to Bill Julavits, acting president of the Maine
HospitaL~ssociation, "The idea
of having hospitals in the state
dispose of biomedical waste for
other facilities has been greeted
with interest by many hospital
administrations." .
-Thomas A. Verde
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The Mad Hatter of Old Orchard Beach
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Computer sounds, classical music
and IUnes from West Texas

Tax cap talkers knock on}ock's coffers
Property tax relief, one of
this year's burning political
issues for state legislators, has
become equally controversial
here in Portland where residents have put a property tax
cap referendum question on the
May ballot.
Portland is only one of
Southern Maine's coastal communities where rising property
values - and the ensuing increase in property tax rates have prompted residents to
propose either a property tax
cap, a spending cap, or a local
option tax to their voters and
the legislature.
A property tax cap limits
the rise in property taxes to the
rate of inflation each year. A
community with such a cap
would regulate approximately
50% of its revenue. A spending
cap, which South Portland voters recently passed, limits how
much a community can increase its budgetary expenses
from year to year. A local option tax is a proposal to grant
the community taxation rights
to reap income for the municipality.
Walter Gallant, president of
the pro-cap Portland Taxpayers Association, compared
spending and property taxcaps
this way: "The property tax cap
protects the renter and the
owner. The city will know how

much revenue it has, and if it
needs more money, it can raise
the money. Half of the city's
budget is raised elsewhere. But
a spending cap is like a
straightjacket. You have
capped what the city can get.
It's very cut and dry."
But Tom LaPointe, a Portland resident opposed to the
cap referendum, said, 'The
way to spell relief is A-U-G-US-T-A. There's a difference between sending a message and
shooting yourself in the financial foot. There is no dispute
over the problem. The dispute
is over the remedy, and to
propose a cap in Portland is an
inappropriate remedy."
The property tax relief issue
is a priority on the state house
agenda. In Augusta, Governor
John McKernan and the Democratic legislature are reviewing
a variety of remedies. Even the
staunchest opponents of the
cap agree with its strongest supporters that the financial crisis
stems from Maine's consumer
policy, which holds that higher
land values and a growing tax
base indicate a community's
escalating wealth - and reduces
the amount of money the state
provides that 10ca1community.
Gallant said the referendum
was drafted with several goals
in mind, "Our intentions are
split. The major emphasis is

because the local property tax
payer can't afford to pay any
more. The true answer has to
happen in Augusta, and on that
almost everyone agrees. But
what no one can agree on is
how to fix it." According to
Gallant, the cap is a conservativeapproach to a terribleproblem. He said that if caps are
passed, Augusta will react.
"This cap tells the city to
live within its means," said
Gallant. "We have a mellow
cap that won't make any big
changes. If Augusta changes
its consumer policy, we'll fail
at the polls."
Opponents dub the cap a
formula for failure, claiming it
will put the city's education,
crime prevention, and sanitation departments at a loss, will
result in financial chaos, and in
effect, will become a spending
cap. "This is a cap and it will
translate into cuts. We need to
know where the cuts will be
made," insisted LaPointe. "It is
a formula for financial disaster
and could lead to community
divisiveness."
The debate will resume on
Tuesday, March 14, at 7 p.m.,
when the Portland Democratic
City Club will sponsor a property tax cap referendum debate at the Holiday Inn on
Spring Street.
-Christine McConville
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Switching media

TREASURE HUNT
C.sco aey Weekly is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media , Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Streel. Portland,
Maine 04102 .
Send us your event listings.
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all thai kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
Ihe issue in which you want It
10 appear.

775·6601

